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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE

17TH JUDICIALCIRCUIT, IN AND

FOR BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

STATE OF FLORIDA,
CASENO. 18-1958CF10A

VS

NIKOLAS CRUZ, JUDGE SCHERER

Defendant.

i

DEFENDANT'S WRITTEN PROFFER IN OPPOSITION TO SF-91

STATE'SMOTIONFOR VIEW BY JURY (D-155)

The Defendant,Nikolas Cruz, by and through the undersigned attorneys,and pursuantto §

918.05, Fla. Stat., the Fifth, Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States

Constitution and Article 1, Sections 2, 9, 16, 17, 21, and 22 of the Florida Constitution, files this

writtenproffer in opposition to the State's Motion for Jury View and this Court's granting of said

motion without an evidentiaryhearing. In support ofthis proffer the defensepleads the following:

1. Mr. Cruz is charged with 17 countsoffirst-degreemurderand 17 counts of attempted first-

degree murder. The State has filed Notice ofits intentto seek the death penalty.

2. On September 3,2020, the State filed a Motion forView by the Jury (SF-91). On October

20,2020, the Defendant filed a response to the State's motion (D-134) and requested an

evidentiary hearing. The State filed its reply opposing the Defendant's request for an

evidentiary hearing on November 3, 2020. (SF-105). On November 16, 2020, the

Defendant filed a Response to State's Request to Have the Court Summarily Grant Its

Motion for View by Jury. (D-136).

3. This court grantedthe State'sMotion for View by the Jury without evidentiaryhearing on

December 17, 2020. In its order summarily granting the State's motion, this Court states
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that "[a]fterthe presentationofevidenceprior to thejury view, if Defendantmaintainsthat

a jury view would not be useful, it may renew its objection at which time this Court will

reconsider the matter." This Court further granted the Defendant 45 days to "prepare and

file" a proffer of evidence supporting his position. On January 24, 2021, the Defense filed

a Requestfor an EvidentiaryProfferand Extension ofTime to presentthe proffer. (D-141).

The request for an evidentiaryproffer was denied by this Court on April 27,2021, and on

May 13, 2021, the Court allowed the defense60 days to file its writtenproffer. On June 9,

2021, the Court vacated the deadline for filing the defense proffer. On July 7, 2021, the

Court order the defenseto submit its proffer by July 30, 2021. This proffer is timely filed.

4. Mr. Cruz maintainsthat in order to properly preserve the record for the appellate court, an

in-court, evidentiaryproffer is required. See, e.g., Frances v. State, 970 So. 2d 806, 814

(Fla. 2007) (issue not preserved for appellate review where defense counsel failed to

proffer testimony of excluded witnesses); Blackwood v. State, 777 So. 2d 399, 410-411

(Fla. 2000) (to preserve a claim based on the court's refusal to admit evidence, the party

seeking to admit the evidence must proffer the contents of the excluded evidence to the

trial court.). See also ABA Guidelinesfor the Guideline 10.8 - The Duty to Assert Legal

Claims ("Counsel who decide to assert a particular legal claim should: Ensure that a full

record is made ofall legal proceedings in connectionwith the claim.").

I. OPENINGSTATEMENT

The defensehas been denied an opportunity to properly present and preserve this proffer

in the form of a live courtroom evidentiaryhearing. Because ofthe restrictions placed upon the

defense, this proffer is limited to the four corners of this document and the exhibits filed with it.

Had Mr. Cruzbeen permitted to present this proffer in an actual hearing,it wouldhave been more
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comprehensive in breadth and scope. As the Court is aware, when testimony is elicited by

witnesses in a court of law, more evidence can be moved into the record and more testimony in

support ofcounsel'spositioncan be presented. By submitting this written proffer, Mr. Cruz does

notwaive any issues relating to his requests to have a full, in-court evidentiaryhearing. A written

proffer is not a substitute for what has been previouslyrequested. A live proffer is important in

any case to properly preserve the record for appeal, but especially with respect to the issue of the

crime scene view in this case, and with the heightened standards ofdue processrequired in a death

penalty case.

Florida's statute regarding views by the jury is found at § 918.05, Fla. Stat. That section

provides:

View by jury.-When a court determines that it is proper for the jury to view a

place where the offense may have been committed or other material events may
have occurred, it may order the jury to be conducted in a body to the place, in

custody of a proper officer. The court shall admonish the officer that no person,

including the officer, shall be allowed to communicate with the jury about any

subject connected with the trial. The jury shall be returned to the courtroom in

accordance with the directions of the court. The judge and defendant, unless the

defendant absents himself or herselfwithout permission of court, shall be present,
and the prosecuting attorneyand defense counselmaybe present at the view.

In its order granting the State's Motion for View by Jury, this Court states: "the statute permits a

jury view simply 'when a court determinesthat it is proper,' which seems to mean when it would

be relevant,beneficial,and helpful to explain the evidencemore clearly." (Order Granting State's

Motion for View by Jury dated 12/17/20). In fact, "proper" is defined as "right or suitable for a

particularsituationor purpose.
,,1

1

"Proper" has alsobeendefinedas "adapted or appropriateto
the purposeor circumstances; fit; suitable," see dictionary.com/browse/proper, and "markedby suitability, rightness
or appropriate,"see
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With all due respect to this Court, its definition ofproper only considers whether such a

jury view would benefit the State and is thus too narrow. The Court's reading of the statute fails

to take into account all of the considerationsof a jury view of the crime scene that would bear on

whether it is "suitable" or "appropriate."In other words, the determination ofwhether a juryview

ofa crime scene is "proper," requiresmore than a mere representationby one ofthe partiesthat it

would be "relevant, beneficial, and helpful." It requires that the Court weigh the necessity and

appropriateness of a jury view against the potential difficulties and unfairness. Thus, all of the

factorsthe trial court must consider requirea good working knowledgeofthe facts ofthe case and

the evidence itself in assessingwhether the jury view ofthe scene is "proper."

There has been no delineation of a specific test to be used by trial courts to determine

whether a jury view of the scene is proper. However, Florida case law, as well as other

jurisdictions,indicate that there are a variety ofrelevantfactors that judges should consider when

ruling on a motion for a jury view. Those factors include: (1) whether there has been a substantial

change in the condition ofthe site since the relevanttime; (2) the adequacy ofthe evidencewithout

a jury view; (3) the possibilityof unfairness to one ofthe parties.
2 If there has been a substantial

change in the condition ofthe site since the relevanttime, a jury view is not proper. Likewise, if

the evidence is adequate without a jury view, such view is not proper. Finally, if a party will be

prejudiced by the jury view, suchview is not proper.

Section II of this proffer contains a recitation of the evidence the defense would have

presented at a hearingto demonstratethat ajuryview in this case is not properon the three grounds

2 In his motion in oppositionto the jury view of the crime scene, Mr. Cruz listed six factors the trial court should

consider in ruling on such a motion. (See D-134). For purposes of this proffer, some of these factors have been

combined.
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mentioned above. Section III containsthe summaryand argument in opposition to the crime scene

view by the jury in this case.

II. PROFFER OF EVIDENCE

The defensewouldhave presented the following evidence with respectto each ofthe three

factorsmentioned above:

A. THERE HAS BEENA SUBSTANTIALCHANGE IN THE CONDITION OF

THE CRIME SCENE SINCE THE RELEVANT TIME.

The State claims that the 1200 building is "nearly identical to as it appeared on

February 14, 2018.'" This portion of the proffer will demonstrate that the crime scene is not
,,3

"nearly identical," as Mr. Marcus claims, but is not even in substantiallythe same condition as it

was at the time ofthe shooting. Immediatelyafter the incident,numerous law enforcementofficers

and medical personnel entered the building in order to secure the scene and assist victims.

Understandably,these law enforcementofficersand medicalpersonnelwere not concernedwith

preserving a crime scene; they rushed into the building in an effort to apprehendthe suspect and

save the lives ofthose inside. Nonetheless,their work has alteredthe crime scene.4

Prior to anyprocessingofthe scene, an initialwalkthroughtookplace.5The purpose ofthis

initial walkthroughwas for law enforcementto assess the scene in its original state. Prior to any

crime scene processing ofthe 1200 building, the hallways, and each ofthe individualclassrooms,

were photographedboth with a regular camera, and the 3600 LizardQ camera,
6
to document the

3
See State'sReply to Defendant'sResponse in Opposition to the State's Motionfor Viewby Jury (SF-105). Ironically,
on February15 and 16, 2018, one ofthe authorsofthatreply, JeffMarcus, authorized BSO to releasenumerousitems

such as book bags, cell phones and laptop computersthat he deemed"non-evidentiary," fromthe crime scene to their

owners.Notonly did the State fail to disclosethis fact in its pleading, the State failed to consult the defense to obtain

its position on the releaseof such items at the time it occurred.
4 Exhibit 1, June 23, 2021 deposition ofJosephTorokatpp. 97-98.See also Exhibit 75, deposition ofMarshallWolcott
at p. 60.
5 Exhibit 2, BSO Crime Scene ReportofDetectiveJosephTorok, at p. 2. See also Exhibit 1 at p. 17.
6
See Exhibit 1 at p. 37.
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scene in its original state.7 This is done by crime scene detectives because they recognizethat the

work they do will alter the crime scene from its original condition. In deposition, Detective

Marshall Wolcott stated: "Generally speaking, we all always take photographsfirst, beforewe do

any work, so that you can see the most accurateversion ofwhatwe saw initially going on."8 Then,

the following exchange took place:

Q. So, if we, meaning, if anybody wanted to know what the 1200 building, the

interior ofthe 1200 building looked like, the most accuraterecordofthat would

be the photographsthat were taken before any processinghad started?

A. Yes. The photographs, and video, and all of that documentation, prior to, it

wouldbe the most accurate version of that area.

Q. And the scene in general?

A. And the scene in general, yes.9

Detective Paul Porter testified in deposition that the pre-processing photographs are taken

so that:

If anybody wants to see what it looked like before something was changed or

altered, there is a recordofit. Once we start doing crime scene stuff, we'rechanging
the nature ofthe scene, and that's not somethingthat we want to not be able to go
back and see before that happened.

10

Detective Porter was then asked whether the initial documentationwould be the best evidence of

how a scene appeared on the day ofthe incident as viewedby crime scene, to which he answered

"Yes, exactly."11 Detective Porter then stated that the most accurate representationof how the

crime scene appeared, once the Crime Scene personnel got on scene and observed it."u
,12

Likewise, lead crime scene detective Joe Torok testified in deposition that the most

7 Exhibit 2 at p. 17, Exhibit 75 a p. 61.
8 Exhibit 75 at p. 60. See also, Exhibit76, Depositionof Paul Porter at p. 127, Exhibit 1 at p. 41.
g
Exhibit75 at pp. 60-61.

10 Exhibit 76 at p. 75.
11 Id
12 hi at p. 96.
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accurate depictionofthe crime scene at the time ofthe crime wouldbe the initialphotographs and

LizardQ photos taken prior to processing.
13

In the hours, days, and weeks after the incident,mult*lelaw enforcementagencies (local,

state and federal) entered the crime scene in order to document the scene using state of the art

technologyto ensurethat all evidencerelevantto the prosecution ofthis case was documentedand

analyzed. As a result ofthis extensive analysis, and the response of law enforcementand medical

professionals, items have been added, removed and moved inside the 1200 building.
14

These

changesand alterations will be discussed classroom by classroomand hallwayby hallway.

First Floor

The classrooms on the first floor of the 1200 building were photographed by BSO

Detective Kypps Poliardprior to processing.Thesephotos show the condition ofthe first floorjust

after the crime occurred. Once the scene was processed and the bodies were removed, Detectives

Paul Porter and DannyKrystyanphotographedthe first floor. Additionally,on February 15, 2018,

the FBI also photographedthe first floor.

Interior west stairwell [1200A]: Therewere no items changed, removed or added to this

area.

Room 1202:
15

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachers include Spanish
instructional materials, a flash drive, fundraiser box, Valentine's teddy bear and

chocolates. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 1).
16

Some or all items were. (See Exhibit3A,
Property Receipt).

13 Exhibit 1 at p. 37.
14 Exhibit 74, BSO Crime scene logs show over 60 occasionswhere untrainedpersons (non-law enforcement) have
entered Building 1200, from the conclusion of the processing of the crime scene to the present. (This amounts to

approximately 219 persons, not including civil attorneyswho are planninga walkthrough in the near future).
15 Exhibit 3, Compositeof 82 photos ofRoom 1202.
16 A list of items requested by students and teachers was sent to ASA Shari Tate by BSO Sgt. Maria Renner for

approval or denial ofrelease. The defense requestedthis list with the dispositionof each item, but as of the date of
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b. With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographed and removed 24 bags from

this room. (See Exhibit 3A).

2. Changesmade during processing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the window of this classroom door, not the

defendant,
17
and displaced a paper signthatwas partially obstructingthe view from

the window into the classroom. They also wrote "Clear SWAT" outside the

classroom door and BSO Crime Scene Unit wrote "CSU Clear 2-17-18." (See
Exhibit 3B, RJD061613).

b. FBI: FBI wrote "FBI Clear no trajectory" outside the door of this classroom. (See
Exhibit 3B, RJD061613).

c. FHP: FHP wrote "FHP X" in black marker outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 3B, RJD061613).

d. THI: "THI" written with blue marker outside this room. (See Exhibit 3B,

RJD061613).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroom post processing:
(See Exhibit 3D, BSO) (See Exhibit3C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1202 KAP 3746 RJD3151 a. Dustpan added on desk.

b. Cabinet doors repositioned.

Pg. c. Desks in disarrayand overlapping.
114 d. Desks in disarrayand movedfrom the

center

*24 bags removed by FBI
1202 KAP 3749 RJD3160 a. Papers from top shelf inside cabinet

missing.

Pg. b. Purse removed

2/4 c. Chair in front ofteacher'sdeskmoved

d. Studentdesks rnoved

*24 bags removed by FBI

this filing, the Defense has not receivedany informationregardingitems approved for return or denied. See Motion

to Compel List ofPersonalItems Requestedby Studentsand Teachers and Disposition (D-153).
17 In order to obtain entry into classrooms, law enforcementbrokethe windowsin the doors, reached in andunlocked

the doors. Some of the windows were partiallybroken from the defendant's projectiles.The rooms that indicate"no

trajectory" on the outside, however, are rooms that the Defendant did not shoot into. These windows were broken

solely by law enforcement. In any event, because of the SWAT team's actions, "every window... was shattered

beyondany point where we would be able to tell if a projectilehad done it or not. Exhibit 1, at p. 49-50. Numerous

law enforcementofficers would have been called to testify that they broke the windowson the doors in an effort to

enter the classrooms to evacuatethem.
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1202 KAP 3750 RJD3162 a. Gift bag added to desk and tape
removed.

Pg. b. Polka dot bag missing
314 c. Laptop added

d. Desk drawers closed

*24 bags removed by FBI
1202 KAP 3747 RJD3153 a. Rectangulartable repositioned and

Pg. cylindricalfan removed
4/4 Desksin disarray

*24 bags removed by FBI

Room 1210:
18

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachers include grade book and

Mathematics books. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 1). Some or all were returned. (See
Exhibit 4A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI. With approvalfrom the SAO, the FBI photographedand removed 30 bags and

one cell phone from this room. (See Exhibit 4A).

2. Changesmade duringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the window of this classroom door, not the

defendant. (See Exhibit 4B, KAP3755-56). They also wrote "Clear SWAT"

outside the classroom door and the BSO Crime Scene Unitwrote "CSU X Clear2-

17-18." (See Exhibit 4B, RJD061607).

b. FBI: "FBI Clear no trajectory"outside the door ofthis classroom. (See Exhibit 4B,

RJD061607).

c. FHP: "Fill?X" in blackmarker outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See Exhibit 4B,
RJD061607).

d. THI: "THI" writtenwith blue marker with outsidethe door of this classroom. (See
Exhibit 4B, RJD061607).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:

18 Exhibit 4, Composite102 photos ofRoom 1210.
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fSee Exhibit 4D, BSO) (See Exhibit4C, RJD)
Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1210 KAP 3758 RJD 3136 a. Gift bag added to desk

b. Books missing from teacher'sdesktop.

Pg. c. Cabinet closed

1/3 Deskrearranged
*30 bags removedby FBI

1210 KAP 3766 RJD 3139 a. Team poster on cabinet door fallen.

Pg. b. Black trash can missing
213 *30 bags removedby FBI

1210 KAP 3761 RJD 3148 a. Cabinet doors closed.

b. Water bottlesmoved.

Pg. Desks in disarray
3/3 *30 bags removedby FBI

Room: 1211:
19

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachers include binders,

clothing, phones, grade book and pencil cases. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 1). Some or

all were returned. (See Exhibit 5A, Property Receipt).

b. FBI. With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographed and removed 24 bags,
one lunchbox, one tennis racket and four cell phones from this room. (See Exhibit

5A).

2. Changesmade during processing:

a. The BSO SWAT team brokethe window ofthis classroom door, not the defendant.

(See Exhibit 5B, KAP3767). They also wrote"ClearSWAT" outsidethe classroom

door and the BSO Crime Scene Unit wrote "CSU X Clear 2-17-18." (See Exhibit

5B, RJD06161W).

c. FBI: "FBI Clear no trajectory"outside the door ofthis classroom. (See Exhibit 5B,

RJD06161W).

d. FHP: "FHPX" in blackmarker outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See Exhibit 5B,
RJD06161W).

e. THI: "THI" written with blue marker outside this classroom. (See Exhibit 5B,

RJD06161W).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroom post processing:

19
Exhibit5, Compositeof203 photos ofRoom 1211.
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(See Exhibit 5D, BSO/FBI) (See Exhibit 5C, RJD)
Room BSO Defense Alterations

1211 KAP 3769 RJD 3104 a. Desk added

Pg. 1/4 *21 bags removedby FBI

1211 KAP 3774 RJD 3119 a. Cabinet door closed

Pg. 2/4 b. UtilityCartmoved
c. Blue chair moved

*21 bags removedby FBI
1211 KAP 3773 RJD 3122 a. Laptop missing from teacher'sdesk,

books moved, gift bag and add'l

Pg. 3/4 papers addedand desk drawer opened
*21 bags removedby FBI

1211 KAP 3771 RJD 3125 a. Utility cart moved
b. pencil pouch moved

Pg. 4/4 c. Cabinet closed

Desks rearranged.
*21 bags removedby FBI

Room 1214:
20

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachers include Holocaust

material, lunchbox, furniture, binders, wallets, phones, headphones, textbooks,
clothing, Valentine's Day gifts, and student sample work. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 3).
Some or all were returned. (See Exhibit 6A, PropertyReceipt).

b. With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographed and removed 29 bags. (See
Exhibit 6A).

c. BSO removedfive laptop computers(See Exhibit 6A: compare DJK6885-86,6890,

6907-6908, 6912 to DJK 7050-7051), three books (See Exhibit 6A: compare
DJK6893 to DJK7052), one gift bag (See Exhibit 6A: compare DJK6909 to

DJK7050) and projectiles(See Exhibit 6A, DJK 7049).

2. Changesmade duringprocessing:

a. BSO: There are yellow stickers on the ceiling to mark computer fragments
embeddedin the ceiling (See Exhibit 6B, DJK6906) and notes and markings on the

wall to denote projectileholes in the wall. (See Exhibit 6B, DJK6896-6900,6903,

6917-6921, 6925-6931). Additionally,members of the SWAT team wrote "Clear

SWAT 2 victims" outsidethe door to this classroom, and members ofBSO Crime

Scene wrote "CSU Clear 2-17-18" outsidethe door to this classroom. (See Exhibit

20 Exhibit 6, Compositeof 147 photos ofRoom 1214.
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6B, DJK6883). Someone also wrote "C 2 VICTIMS" outside the door to this

classroom.

b. FBI: "FBI Clear with trajectory" written outside the door of this classroom. (See
Exhibit 6B, DJK6883).

c. FHP: "FHP X" written outside the door of this classroom. (See Exhibit 6B,

DJK6883).

d. THI: "THI" written in blue marker on the wall, and on a yellow sticky note on the

wall the door ofthis classroom. (See Exhibit 6B, DJK6883).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 6D, BSO) (See Exhibit6C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1214 KAP 3788 RJD 3102 a. Laptopsremoved

Pg. 1/4 Desks shifted
*29 bags removedby FBI

1214 KAP 3775 RJD 3076 a. Cabinet door closed

b. Blue trash can missing

Pg. 2/4 c. Water bottle added

*29 bags removedby FBI
1214 KAP 3777 KAP 3095 a. Bag removed

b. Cabinet door closed

Pg. 3/4 c. Laptop removed
*29 bags removedby FBI

1214 KAP 3776 RJD 3086 a. Desks repositioned and stool removed

Pg. 4/4 *29 bags removedby FBI

Room 1215:
21

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachers include student work

samples, plastic cart, pictures and computer case. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 3).
Some or all were returned. (See Exhibit 7A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI: With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographed and removed 30 bags.
(See Exhibit 7A).

c. BSO: BSO removed eight projectile fragments from this classroom). (See Exhibit

7A, DJK7049).

21 Exhibit 7, Compositeof 166 photos ofRoom 1215.
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2. Changesmade duringprocessing:

a. BSO: Stickers were placed on the door (See Exhibit 7B, DJK6820-6838),as well

as inside the classroom (See Exhibit 7B, DJK6839-6849, 6851-6853) to denote

holes made from projectiles. Additionally, members of the SWAT team wrote

"Clear SWAT" outside the door to this classroom, and members of BSO Crime

Scene wrote "CSU Clear 2-17-18" outsidethe door to this classroom. (See Exhibit

7B, DJK6944).

b. FBI. "FBI Clearedwith trajectory"written outside the door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 7B, DJK6944).

c. FHP: "FHP X" written outside the door of this classroom. (See Exhibit 7B,

DJK6944).

d. THI: "THI" written with blue marker outside this classroom. (See Exhibit 7B,

DJK6944).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 7D, BSO) (See Exhibit7C, RJD)

Room BSO Defense Alterations

1215 KAP 3793 RJD 3059 a. Cabinet door closed

b. Papers on right side wall falling
Pg. 1/4 c. Water bottle added to desktop

*28 bags removed by the FBI

1215 KAP 3798 RJD 3060 a. Earbuds addedto desktop.
Pg. 2/4 b. Maroontape dispenser added to

desktop
*28 bags removed by the FBI

1215 KAP 3796 RJD 3061 a. Red chair in front ofteacher's desk

Pg. 3/4 moved.

*28 bags removed by FBI
1215 KAP 3799 RJD 3068 a. Desks in disarray.

b. Window blinds closed

Pg. 4/4 c. Cabinet door closed

*28 bags removed by FBI

Room 1218:
22

1. Items removed:

22 Exhibit 8, Compositeof 85 photos ofRoom 1218.
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a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachers include file folders,

personal hygiene products, Valentine's Day notes, fundraisermoney, yearbooks,
clothing, marathon money and gift cards, diploma, graduation cap and pencil
pouch. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 4). Some or all were returned. (See Exhibit 8A).

b. FBI. With approvalfrom the SAO, the FBI photographedand removed 22 bags and

a phone from this room. (See Exhibit 8A).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the window of this classroom door, not the

defendant. (See Exhibit 8B, KAP3807-3808,3816).

b. FBI. "FBI Cleared with trajectory"written outside the door of this classroom and

on a yellow sticky note placed outsidethe door to this classroom. (See Exhibit 8B,

RJD6166E).

c. FHP: "FHP X" written outside the door of this classroom. (See Exhibit 8B,

RJD6166E).

d. THI: "THI" written with blue marker outside this classroom. (See Exhibit 8B,

RJD6166E).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 8D, BSO) (See Exhibit8C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1218 KAP 3809 RJD 2993 a. Dry erase board fallen

b. Cabinet doors closed

Pg. 1/4 *22 bags removed by FBI

1218 KAP 3811 RJD 3003 a. Fabric under left window added

b. Top row of artwork fallen

Pg. 2/4 *22 bags removed by FBI

1218 KAP 3812 RJD 3019 a. Missing slats from window blinds.

*22 bags removed by FBI

Pg. 3/4

1218 KAP 3814 RJD 3030 a. Water bottle added on chair

b. Cabinet doors closed

Pg. 4/4 c. Computer cart left door open
*22 bags removed by FBI
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Interior east stairwell [1200B1:
23

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: No itemswere requested from this area.

b. FBI: With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographed and removed 20 bags
from the east stairwellon the first floor. (See Exhibit 9A)

c. BSO: BSO removeda riflebag and a phone with attachedheadphones from the east

stairwell, first floor. (See Exhibit9A, POP0395)

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

b. FBI. "FBI GUNCASE LEFT FOR BSO NO TRAJECTORY" written in black

marker. (See Exhibit 9B, RJD8X0A6380).

c. THI: "THI" writtenon a yellow sticky note outside the door to the stairwell. (See
Exhibit 98, FBUDSC0063). "THI" written in black marker above stair sign. (See
Exhibit 9B, RJD8X0A6380).

Room 1201 (reception):
24

2. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by staff include a printer, pictures, clothing,
case files, therapistframed license, furniture, KABC test kit and space heater. (See
Exhibit 64 at p. 1). Some or all were returned. (See Exhibit 10A, Property
Rece*ts).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the door windows in this cluster of offices, not
the defendant. (See Exhibit 108, KAP 3732, 3735, FBUAMO0008,0013, 0016,

Room 012B (custodial):25 The window ofthis door was broken by law enforcement.(See
Exhibit 11B).

Room 012C (vestibule room):26 BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the window of this

room. (See Exhibit 128, KAP3864, FBUDSC0002). Additionally,there is a marking on

the wall to denote a swab ofblood taken into evidenceby Detective Krystyan(See Exhibit

23 Exhibit 9, Compositeof 60 photos ofthe first floor east stairwell.
24 Exhibit 10, Composite of 8 photos ofRoom 1201 and 3 propertyreceipts.
25 Exhibit 11, Composite of 3 photos ofRoom 012B.
26 Exhibit 12, Composite of5 photos ofRoom 012C.
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12B, KAP3865).Additionally,EMS left behindmedical equipment in the area outsidethis

room where one of the victimswas shot. (See Exhibit 12B, KAP3864-3865,GAC4829-

4830).

Room 1203 (elevator machine room): There were no items changed, removed or added

to this room.

Room 1204 (mechanical): There were no items changed, removed or added to this room.

Room 1207 (custodial closet): There were no items changed, removed or added to this

room.

Room 1206 (telecom): There were no items changed, removed or added to this room.

Room 1208 (men's restroom): There were no items changed, removed or added to this

room.

Room 1209 (women'srestroom): Therewere no items changed,removedor added to this

room.

Room 1212:
27

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachersinclude a hard drive,
clothing, computer charger, instructionalbooks, phones, binders and water bottle.

(See Exhibit 64 at p. 2). Some or all were returned. (See Exhibit 13A, Property
Rece*t).

b. FBI: With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographedand removed22 bags and
two or three phones from this room. (See Exhibit 13A).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the window in the door of this room, not the

defendant, and displaced a purple paper covering the door window. (See Exhibit

138, KAP3696, 3706, FBUAMO0078,0180). The SWAT team also wrote "Clear

SWAT" in black marker outside the classroom door. (See Exhibit 13B, KAP3696).
The Crime Scene Unit wrote "CSU X" outside the classroom door. (See Exhibit

138, FBUAMO0180).

b. FBI: "FBI CLEARNO TRAJECTORY" writtenoutside the door ofthis classroom.

(See Exhibit 13B, FBI/AMO0180).

27 Exhibit 13, Composite of 146 photos ofRoom 1212.
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c. FHP: "FHP X" written outside the door of this classroom. (See Exhibit 13B,

RJD61653).

d. THI: "THI" written with blue marker outside this classroom. (See Exhibit 13B,

RJD61653).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 13D, BSO) (See Exhibit 13C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1212 KAP 3697 RJD 3166 a. Cabinet doors closed

Pg. 1/3 *29 bags removedby FBI

1212 KAP 3702 RJD 3177 a. Green laptop from teacher'sdesk

missing
b. "No SlackingAny Time" poster

Pg. 2/3 missing.
c. Framedphoto next to printermissing.
d. Podium moved

e. Stapler moved
*29 bags removedby FBI

1212 KAP 3703 RJD 3178 a. Red and white stuffed animal moved

b. Green stuffed animal added

Pg. 3/3 *29 bags removedby FBI

Room 1213:
28

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachersinclude books, binders,
folders, shoes, MacBook, clothing,and eyeglasses. (SeeExhibit 64 at p. 2-3). Some

or all were returned. (See Exhibit 14A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI: With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographedand removed 32 bags and
four cell phones from this classroom. (See Exhibit 14A).

c. BSO: BSOremovedprojectilesand projectilefragmentsfrom this room. (See Exhibit

14A, DJK7049).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: Stickers were placed on the door (See Exhibit 14B, DJK6862, 6866), as well

as inside the classroom (See Exhibit 14B, DJK6863-6865, 6867-6871, 6878,

FBI/AMO0344-0347) to denote holes made from projectiles. Additionally, blue

markings were made to denote projectile locations. (See Exhibit 14B, DJK 6881-

28 Exhibit 14, Composite of 189 photos ofRoom 1213.
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6882). The SWAT team also wrote "Clear SWAT" in black marker outside the

classroom door (See Exhibit14B, DJK6859). Someone wrote"1 VICTIM" outside

the classroom door. (See Exhibit 14B, DJK6859).

b. FBI. "FBI CLEAR TRAJECTORY" written outside the door of this classroom.

(See Exhibit 14B, DJK6859-6860)

c. THI: "THI" written on a yellow sticky note outside this classroom (See Exhibit

148, DJK6859-6860, FBUAMO0182).

d. FHP: "Fill? X" written outside the door of this classroom. (See Exhibit 14B,

DJK6859-6860)

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 14D, BSO) (See Exhibit 14C, RJD)

Room BSO Defense Alterations

1213 KAP 3690 RJD 3183 a. Desks in disarray.
Pg. 1/1 *32 bags removedby FBI

Room 1216:
29

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachers include notebook,photos
and duffle bag. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 3). Some or all were returned. (See Exhibit

15A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI: Withapprovalfromthe SAO, the FBIphotographedand removed23 bags from

this classroom. (See Exhibit 15A).

c. BSO: BSO removed three notebooks (DJK7037-7039), papers (DJK7052) and

(DJK7049) from this classroom. (See Exhibit 15A).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team wrote "Clear'
" C..

'CSU X
.,..,

'3 Vic" outside the door to

this classroom. (See Exhibit 15B, FBI/DSC0121). Additionally, the BSO Crime

Scene Unit wrote "CLEAR 2-17-18." (See Exhibit 15B, RJD061682).

b. FBI. "FBI CLEARw/ Trajectory" written outside the door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 15B, RJD061682).

29 Exhibit 15, Composite of 116 photos ofRoom 1216.
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c. FHP: "FHP X" written outside the door of this classroom. (See Exhibit 15B,

RJD061682).

d. THI: "THI"writtenon a yellow sticky note outsidethis classroom (FBI/DSC0121).
(See Exhibit 15B)

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 15D, BSO) (See Exhibit 15C, RJD)

Room BSO Defense Alterations

1216 KAP 3628 RJD 3195 a. Cabinets closed

Desks rearranged

Pg. 1/4 *25 bags removed by FBI

1216 KAP 3625 RJD 3186 a. Gift bag missing
b. Box added

Pg. 2/4 Desks rearranged
*25 bags removed by FBI

1216 KAP 3633 RJD 3201 a. One oftwo chairs removed

b. Cabinet door open

Pg. 3/4 *25 bags removed by FBI

1216 KAP 3629 -------- a. Black notebook removed by crime

scene Det. Krystan as evidence

(DK25)

Pg. 4/4 b. Greennotebook removed by crime

scene Det. Krystan as evidence(DK
26)

c. White folder removed by crime scene

as evidenceby Det. Krystan(DK 27)
*25 bags removed by FBI

Room 1217:
30

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachersinclude a purse, keys,
wirelessmouse and clothing. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 3). Some or all were returned.

(See Exhibit 16A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI. With approvalfrom the SAO, the FBIphotographedand removedone bag and

three cell phones from this classroom. (See Exhibit 16A).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

30 Exhibit 16, Composite of4O photos ofRoom 1217.
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a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team wrote "Clear SWAT" outside the door to this

classroom. (See Exhibit 168, KAP0622, FBUDSC106). Additionally, the BSO

Crime Scene Unit wrote "CSU CLEAR 2-17-18." (See Exhibit 16B,
RJD 1217-FINAL2).

b. FBI: "FBICLEARNO TRAJECTORY" writtenoutsidethe doorofthis classroom.

(See Exhibit 168, RJD1217-FINAL2).

c. FHP: "FHP ClearX" written outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See Exhibit 16B,
RJD 1217-FINAL2).

d. THI: "THI" written in blue marker outside this classroom (See Exhibit 16B,
RJD 1217-FINAL2).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 16D, BSO) (See Exhibit 16C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1217 KAP 3684 RJD 3212 a. Black scotch tape dispenser added
b. Water bottle on student desktop.

Pg. 1/2 c. Two postersbelow whiteboard missing.
d. One grey chair missing from table.

* 1 bag removed

1217 KAP 3686 3215 RJD a. Desks rearranged
Pg. 2/2 * 1 bag removed

First Iloor Hallway:
.31

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: No items were requested from this area.

b. BSO: BSO removed projectiles, projectile fragments and casings from the first

floor hallway (See Exhibit 17A, DJK7044) there were items removed from the

location of Luke Hoyer's final resting place (See Exhibit 17A, KAP3844, 3858-

3860) as well as those left behind by the Defendant (See Exhibit 17A: compare

KAP3847-3849, 3854-3857, 3861-3862, DGP1142, 1149, POP0425-042, 0430-

04387 to DJK7046-7048).Additionally,a set ofkeys and a wallet, were removed
from the east side ofthe first floor hallway. (See Exhibit 17A, POP0393-0394)

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: there are numerousmarkings in this hallway made afterthe shootingby crime

scene investigators.There are drag marks where deceased bodies were removedor

31 Exhibit 17, Composite of559 photos ofthe first floor hallway.
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moved. (See Exhibit 17B, KAP3821, GEC4829). There are fluorescent orange

paint marks to dividethe hallwayinto quadrants (See Exhibit 17B, KAP3817-3818,
evidence markers and

notationsmade in blue marker on both sides of the hallway in (See Exhibit 17B,

DJK6963-7018, KAP3822, 3824, 3839, 3863, 3867-3869), and on the exterior east

doorway. (See Exhibit 17B, DJK7019-7026),and X marks where evidence was

found (See Exhibit 17B,

b. THI: "THI" writtenon a yellow sticky note underneath the placard for the stairwell

(See Exhibit 17B, DGP1158)

c. EMS: There is medicalequipment on the floor in the location ofChrisHixon's final

resting place (See Exhibit 17B, GEC4829-4830,KAP3864-3865,POP0535-0545,

Second Floor

The classrooms on the second floor of the 1200 building were photographed by BSO

Detective Miguel Suarez prior to processing.These photos showthe condition ofthe second floor

just after the crime occurred.Once the scene was processed, Detective Suarez again photographed

the second floor. Additionally,on February 15, 2018, the FBI photographedthe second floor.

Room 1200A:.32 One backpack and a pair of blue latex gloves were removed from the

stairwell on the second floor. (See Exhibit 59, GEC4556-4557, MAS0898-0899,

MAS0904-0908).

Room 1221:33 There were no items changed, removed or added to this classroom.

Room 1229:
34

1. Items removed:

a. Authorizedby SAO: Items requested by students/teachersinclude pencil sharpener,
wall-hangings, shoes, binders, ceramic jars, student ID, pencil pouches, silver ring,
folder and planner. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 4). Some or all were returned. (See Exhibit

20A, PropertyReceipt).

32 Exhibit 18, Composite of66 photos ofthewest stairwell.
33 Exhibit 19, Composite of 39 photos ofRoom 1221.
34 Exhibit 20, Composite 123 photos ofRoom 1229.
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b. FBI: Withapprovalfrom the SAO, the FBIphotographedand removed24 bags from

this classroom. (See Exhibit 20A). Additionally, at least two cell phones were

removedfrom this classroom.
35

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the window of this classroom door, not the

defendant, and displaced a blue paper sign that was partiallyobstructingthe view
from the window into the classroom. (See Exhibit 20B, MAS0682-0695).
Additionally, the BSO crime scene unit wrote "CSU CLEAR", "CSU CleAR

02/17/18" (See Exhibit 20B, FBUDSC0121) and"ROOMCLEAR" in green marker

on the outside ofthe door. (See Exhibit20B, MAS0687).

b. FBI. "FBI clear NO trajectory" written outside the door of this classroom. (See
Exhibit 20B, RJD1229-Fina12).

c. FHP: Marking outside door (See Exhibit 20B, FBI/DSC0121)

d. THI: "THI" written in blue marker outside the door of this classroom.

(FBUDSC0121).Additionally,one agency wrote "NOT MEASURED and STOD

outsidethe doorto this classroom in red marker. (See Exhibit 208, FBUDSC0121).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 20D, BSO) (See Exhibit 20C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1229 MAS 0697 RJD 3485 a. Large tv moved
b. Box added

Pg. 1/6 c. Bags added

Desks in disarray
*24 bags removed by FBI

1229 MAS 0703 RJD 3492 a. Cabinet door opened
b. Emoji definitionprint outs removed

Pg. 2/6 Desks in disarray
*24 bags removed by FBI

1229 MAS 0696 RJD 3496 a. Cabinet open and black bag falling out
b. Computer cart turned 90 degrees

Pg. 3/6 coveringcabinet
Desks in disarray

*24 bags removed by FBI

1229 MAS 0699 RJD 3504 a. File cabinetmoved, rotated, and items

on top moved or fallen.

Pg. 4/6 b. Water bottle added

Desks andpapers on desks in disarray

35 Exhibit 51, 8/19/18report ofDetectiveJohnCurcio, at p. 410.
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*24 bags removed by FBI
1229 MAS 0705 RJD 3499 a. Desk drawer opened
Pg. 5/6 b. Teacher chair moved

*24 bags removed by FBI

1229 MAS 0700 RJD 3501 a. Cabinet closed Welcome"banner fallen

Pg. 6/6 Desks andpapers on desks in disarray
*24 bags removed by FBI

Room 1230:
36

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachers include binders, lunch

bag, cash, and phone. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 4). Some or all were returned. (See
Exhibit 21A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI. With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographed and removed 33 bags
from this classroom. (See Exhibit 21A).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the window of this classroom door, not the

defendant. (See Exhibit 21B, MAS0637-0644,0650-0653). "CSUClear" is written

on a sticky note above the classroomnumber placard, and "NOT MEASURED

CSU CleAR 02/17/18" outside the door Additionally, someone wrote "ROOM

CLEAR+-" in green marker outside the door to this classroom (See Exhibit 21B,

MA0638). Finally,during processing,several desksweremoved. (See Exhibit 21B,
compare MAS0655-0669to FBUDSC0190-0197).

b. FBI. "FBI clear No trajectory" written outside the door of this classroom. (See
Exhibit 21, RJD1230-Fina12).

c. FHP: "FHP X" written outsidethe door. (See Exhibit 21B, FBI/DSC0189).

d. THI: "THI" written on a yellow sticky note and in blue marker outside this

classroom. (See Exhibit 218, FBUDSC0189).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 21D, BSO) (See Exhibit 21C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1230 MAS 0654 RJD 3476 a. Black trashcan removed

Desks in disarray
*30 bags removed by FBI

36 Exhibit 21, Composite of 154 photosofRoom 1230.
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Pg.
1/1

Room 1233:
37

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by teacher include binders, flashcards,rulers,

pictures, letters and personal supplies. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 5). Some or all were

returned. (See Exhibit 22A, PropertyReceipt).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnel duringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the window of this classroom door, not the

defendant. (See Exhibit22B, The Crime Scene Unit

wrote "CSU CLeAR 02/17/18 on the outside of the door, and "CSU Clear" on a

blue sticky note attached to the room number placard. (See Exhibit 22B,
RJD1233 Fina12). Additionally, someone wrote "ROOM ClEAR -" in green
marker outsidethe door to this classroom. (See Exhibit 22B, MAS459).

b. FBI: "FBICLEARNO TRAJECTORY" writtenoutsidethe doorofthis classroom.

(See Exhibit 228, RJD1233-Fina12).

c. FHP: "FHP X" written outside the door to this classroom. (See Exhibit 22B,
RJD 1233-Fina12).

d. THI: "THI" written on a yellow sticky note and in blue marker outside this

classroom. (See Exhibit 228, RJD1233-Fina12).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 22D, BSO) (See Exhibit 22C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1233 MAS 0469 3458 a. TV moved.

b. File cabinet added

Pg. Desks in disarray
1/5

1233 MAS 0474 3463 a. Cabinet doors closed.

b. Boxes moved.

Pg. c. File cabinetmoved.

215 d. Posters fallen

Desks in disarray.
1233 MAS 0478 3471 a. Algebra cart moved.

b. Teacher's desk turned 90 degrees

37 Exhibit 22, Composite of49 photos ofRoom 1233 and 1 propertyreceipt.
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Pg. Desks in disarray
315

1233 MAS 0478 3471 a. Teacher's desk turned 90 degrees
Desksin disarray

Pg. **MAS0478 zoomedin on desk to show

415 change in its position

Room 1234:
38

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by teacher include clothing, laptop, pictures,
flash drives, refrigerator, textbook and teacher manuals. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 5).
Some or all were returned. (See Exhibit 23A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI. With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographed and removed one bag
from this classroom. (See Exhibit 23A, FBUDSC0270).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: This door window was broken by the Defendant, but BSO SWAT displaced
a blue paper obstructingthe view into this classroom. (See Exhibit 23B, MAS0375-

0379,0385-0389). There is writing on the floor in black marker to denote where

projectileswere found, (See Exhibit 23B, MAS0919-0922, 0970, 0991-0992, 0995,

0997-1000)and stickers to denote strike marks. (See Exhibit23B, MAS0927-0937,
0942-0966, 1047-1080). Additionally,the Crime Scene Unit wrote "CSU Clear'

.,

on a blue sticky note attached to the room number placard. (See Exhibit 23B,
MAS1045). Someone wrote ROOM CLEAR+-" in green marker outside the door.

(See Exhibit 23B, MAS1045), and "CSU CILER (sic) 02/17/18" is written on the

outside ofthe door ofthis classroom (Exhibit238, RJD1234-Final).

b. FBI: "FBICLEAR" is writtenoutsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See Exhibit 23B,
MAS1045).

c. FHP: "FHP X" written outsidethe door. (See Exhibit 23B, MAS0910, 1045).

d. THI: "THI" written on a yellow sticky note and in blue marker outside this

classroom. (See Exhibit 23B, MAS0910, 1045).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 23D, BSO) (See Exhibit 23C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1234 MAS 0380 RJD 3439 a. Desk added below whiteboard.

38 Exhibit 23, Composite of 187 photos ofRoom 1234 and 1 propertyreceipt.
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Pg. b. Black trash can moved

114 c. Small cabinet door closed

Desks shifted
*1 bag removed by FBI

1234 MAS 0382 3448 a. Cabinet doors closed

Pg. b. Posters falling
2/4 c. Zebrachair replaced by student desk

Desks in disarray
*1 bag removed by FBI

1234 MAS 0451 3449 a. Recyclebin missing
b. Zebra chair moved.

Pg. c. Trash can missing from teacher'sdesk.

314 d. Cabinet doors closed

*1 bag removed by FBI
1234 MAS 0450 3450 a. Books missing

b. Black box moved

Pg. c. Desk moved.

4/4 *1 bag removed by FBI

Room 1237:
39

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachers include personal items,
trophies, scrapbooks, computer, instructional materials, computer bag, charger,
folders, notebook, glasses and pencil case. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 6). Some or all

were returned. (See Exhibit 24A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI. With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographed and removed 33 bags
from this classroom. (See Exhibit 24A).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the window of this classroom door, not the

defendant. (See Exhibit 24B, MAS0250-0258, 0272). It also appears as if BSO

removedsome type of cardboard or paper fromthe door window. (See Exhibit 24B,
compare MAS0271-0272withFBUDSC0271)- The BSO Crime Scene Unit placed
a blue sticky note that says "CSU CLEAR" on the room number placard outside

the classroom. Additionally,someonewrote "ROOM CLEAR-" outside the door

to this classroom. (See Exhibit 248, FBUDSC0271)-

b. FBI: "FBICLEARNO TRAJECTORY" writtenoutsidethe doorofthis classroom.

(See Exhibit 24, RJD1237-Final).

39
Exhibit 24, Composite 140 photos.
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c. FHP: "FHPX" writtenoutsidethe door. (FBUDSC0271)-Additionally,FHP placed
two green sticky notes on the room number placard; one that says "FBI THI" and

the other says "Room Leica 98." (FBUDSC0271).(See Exhibit24B)

d. THI: "THI" written on a yellow sticky note and in blue marker outside this

classroom. (FBI/DSC0271). (See Exhibit24B)

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 24D, BSO) (See Exhibit24C, RJD)

Room BSO Defense Alterations

1237 MAS 0270 RJD 3418 a. Posters fallen

Desks rearranged

Pg. 1/6 *33 bags removed by FBI

1237 MAS 0271 RJD 3420 a. Chair added

b. Cabinet doors closed

Pg. 2/6 c. Desk moved

d. Poster falling
*33 bags removed by FBI

1237 MAS 0261 RJD 3425 a. Chair added

Poster fallen

Pg. 3/6 *33 bags removed by FBI

1237 MAS 0264 RJD 3429 a. White cloth added

b. Cabinets closed

Pg. 4/6 c. Podium moved

Desks in disarray
*33 bags removed by FBI

1237 MAS 0265 RJD 3431 a. Desks moved.

Pg. 5/6 b. Stuffed animal moved.

*33 bags removed by FBI
1237 MAS 0266 RJD 3438 a. Poster falling.

b. Desks in disarray.

Pg. 6/6 c. Gift bag added.

*33 bags removed by FBI

Room 1220:
40

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: No items were requested from this classroom.

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnel duringprocessing:

40 Exhibit 25, Composite of 16 photos ofRoom 122O.
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a. BSO: This is a teacher planningroom. It containsRooms 1220a, 1220b, 1220c and

1220d. All of those door windows were broken by law enforcement. (See Exhibit

25B, MAS0831, 0834, 0865, 0869, 0871-0872, 0879, 0888). BSO also wrote

"checked" or "clear" in blue marker next to the rooms within 1220 and wrote "All

ROOMS CHECKED" outside the 1220 suite. (See Exhibit 25B, MAS0829,0847,
0856, 0870, FBUDSC0108). Additionally, BSO displaced some papers that were

on the wall or door ofRoom 1220B (See Exhibit 25B, MAS0869,0872-0874).

b. THI: "THI" written in blue marker outside the door to Room 1220A. (See Exhibit

258, FBUDSC0516)

Room 1228 (women'srestroom): Therewere no items changed,removedor added to this

area.

Room 1227 (men's restroom): There were no items changed, removed or added to this

area.

Room 1226 (custodial closet): There were no items changed, removed or added to this

area.

Room 1225 (telecom):41BSO wrote"ROOMCLEAR-" outsidethis room. (See Exhibit

26B, MAS0767).

Room 012E:
42

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: No items were requested from this room.

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnel duringprocessing:

a. BSO: This is a vestibule containingrooms 1222,1223 and 1224. The doorwindows

werebroken by law enforcement,not the defendant. (See Exhibit 26B, MAS0768-

0770,0778,0785). BSO wrote "ROOMS CLEAR-" outside this room in green
and red marker. (See Exhibit 26B, MAS0771).

Room 1231:
43

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: No items were requested from this classroom.

41 Exhibit 60
42 Exhibit 26, Composite of 7 photos ofRoom 012E.
43 Exhibit 27, Composite of233 photos ofRoom 1231.
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b. FBI. With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographedand removed four bags
from this classroom. (See Exhibit 27A)

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The window in this door was broken by the Defendant, but BSO SWAT

displaced a multi-colored paper obstructing the view into this classroom. (See
Exhibit 27B, MAS0535, 0541, 0549-0557). The Crime Scene Unit placed a blue

sticky note on the room number placard that says "CSU CLEAR." (See Exhibit

278, FBUDSC0384) and wrote "CSU CLEAR 02/17/18 outside the classroom

door. (See Exhibit 278, RJD1231-Final).

b. FBI. FBI: "FBI CLEAR TRAJECTORY" written outside the door of this

classroom. (See Exhibit 278, RJD1231-Final).

c. FHP: "FHP X" written in black marker outside the door. (See Exhibit 27B,

FBI/DSC0384).

d. THI: "THI" written on a yellow sticky note and in blue marker outside the doorto

this classroom. (See Exhibit 278, FBUDSC0384).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 27D, BSO) (See Exhibit 27C, RJD)

Roorn BSO/FBI Defense Alterations

1231 MAS 0562 RJD 3519 a. Chair moved

b. Cabinet doors closed.

c. Items added

Pg. 1/5 d. Poster fallen

Desks in disarray
*2 bags removedby FBI

1231 FBIDSC0386 RJD 3521 a. Laptop computer on teacher'sdesk

Pg. 2/5 is opened.
*2 bags removedby FBI

1231 MAS 0620 RJD 3523 a. Woodenpodium and stoolmoved.

Desks shifted.

Pg. 3/5 *2 bags removedby FBI

1231 MAS 0624 RJD 3530 a. Black metal lectern moved.

b. Cart added

Pg. 4/5 c. Baskets moved from window

Desks shifted
Cabinet doorsclosed

*2 bags removedby FBI
1231 MAS 0623 RJD 3525 a. Media cart added.

b. Baskets addedto desk.

c. Life ring poster missing.
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Pg. 5/5 Desks shifted
Cabinet doorsclosed

*2 bags removedby FBI

Room 1232:
44

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachersinclude laptop and

wireless mouse, water bottle, lunch bag, teachers Algebra book, recordex, class

roster, binder and notebook. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 5). Some or all were returned.

(See Exhibit 28A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI. With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographed and removed 12 bags
from this classroom. (See Exhibit 28A)

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: BSO SWAT broke the door window to this classroom door, not the

defendant, and displaced a bluepaper obstructingthe view into this classroom. (See
Exhibit 28B, MAS0479,0498-0502). Additionally,"ROOM Checked"was written

outside the door in green marker. (See Exhibit 28B, MAS0493), and the Crime

Scene Unit placed a blue sticky note above the room number placard that says
66

CSU CLEAR." (See Exhibit 28B, FBI/DSC0352).

b. FBI. FBI: "FBI CLEAR NO TRAJECTORY" written outside the door of this

classroom. (See Exhibit 28B, MAS1082).

c. FHP: "FHP X" written in black marker outside the door. (See Exhibit 28B,

MAS1082).

d. THI: "THI" written on a yellow sticky note and in blue marker outside the doorto

this classroom. (See Exhibit 288, FBUDSC0352, MAS1082).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 28D, BSO) (See Exhibit28C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1232 MAS 0506 RJD 3532 a. TV moved.

Pg. 1/3 b. Computer cart moved.

Desks shifted
Cabinet doorclosed

*12 bags removedby FBI

44 Exhibit 28, Composite of 85 photos ofRoom 1232.
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1232 MAS 0516 RJD 3537 a. Studentdesk with yellow folder

Pg. 2/3 moved and laptop opened
b. Desk turn 90 degrees.
Desks shifted

*12 bags removedby FBI
1232 MAS 0515 RJD 3540 a. Chocolate box added to desk.

Pg. 3/3 Desks shifted
*12 bags removedby FBI

Room 1235:
45

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachers include a tote bag, lunch

bag, laptop, lesson plan book, teacher editions, snow globe, earbuds, pirate hat,
Valentine's Day gift bags, water bottle, clip board, pencil case and phones. (See
Exhibit 64 atp. 6). Someor all were returned. (See Exhibit 29A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI. Additionally, 31 bags and one electronic device were removed from this

classroom. (See Exhibit 29A)

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The window ofthis doorwas broken by law enforcement,not the defendant,
and blue paper obstructing the view from the window into the classroom was

displaced by law enforcement. (See Exhibit 29B, MAS0317, 0342-0343).
Additionally, BSO wrote "Room Clear" in green marker (See Exhibit 29B,

MAS0320-0324),and "CSU CleAR 02/17/18" outside this classroom, and placed
a blue sticky note thatreads "CSU clear" on the roomnumberplacard. (See Exhibit

298, FBUDSC0259).

b. FBI: "FBI Clear No Trajectory" written outside the door of this classroom. (See
Exhibit 29, RJD1235-Fina12).

c. FHP: FHP wrote "FHP X" in black marker outside the door of this classroom and

placed a green sticky note that reads "Leica FHP 98" on the roomnumber placard.
(See Exhibit 29B, FHP/DSC0259)

d. THI++: "THI" written on a yellow sticky note and in blue marker outsidethe door

to this classroom. (See Exhibit 29B, FBI/DSC0259).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 29D, BSO) (See Exhibit 29C, RJD)

45
Exhibit 29 Composite of 134 photos ofRoom 1235.
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Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1235 MAS 0330 RJD 3542 a. Teddybear added to desktop
b. Gift bag moved

Pg. 1/3 c. Chocolate boxes added

d. File cabinet rotated and moved

Desksshifted
*51 bags removed by FBI

1235 MAS 0345 RJD 3547 a. Desk and file cabinetmoved.

b. Black shelf unit moved

Pg. 2/3 c. Laptop added and opened.
Desksshifted

*51 bags removed by FBI
1235 MAS 0337 RJD 3546 a. Gift bag added to chair

b. Black hat moved

Pg. 3/3 Desksshifted
*51 bags removed by FBI

Room 1236:
46

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by teacherinclude files and paper cutter. (See
Exhibit 64 atp. 6). Someor all were returned. (See Exhibit 30A, PropertyReceipt).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduring processing:

a. BSO: The window in this door was broken by the Defendant, but BSO SWAT

displaced a brownpaper obstructingthe view into this classroom. (See Exhibit 30B,
MAS0285-289). Additionally, BSO wrote "Room Clear" in green marker

(FBUDSC0259)and CSU CleAR02/17/18" outsidethe doorto this classroom (See
Exhibit 308, MAS0285-289, RJD1236-Fina12). The Crime Scene Unit placed a

blue stickynote on the roomnumberplacard that says "CSU CLEAR." (See Exhibit

308, FBUDSC259).

b. FBI: "FBI Clear No Trajectory" written outside the door of this classroom. (See
Exhibit 308, RJD 1236-Fina12).

c. FHP: FHP wrote "FHP X" in black marker outside the door of this classroom and

placed a green sticky note that reads "Leica FHP 98) on the room number placard.
(See Exhibit 30B, FBI/DSC259).

d. THI: "THI" written on a yellow sticky note and in blue marker outside the door to

this classroom. (See Exhibit 308, FBUDSC259).

46 Exhibit 30, Composite of 52 photos ofRoom 1236 and 1 propertyreceipt.
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3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 30D, BSO) (See Exhibit 30C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1236 MAS 0300 RJD 3552 a. Two orange chairs movedbeneath

window.

Pg. 1/2 b. Desk added and single orange chair

removed.

Cabinetdoors adjusted.

1236 MAS 0301 RJD 3554 a. Two orange chairs added

Pg. 2/2 Cabinetdoors adjusted
Desks shifted

Second Floor Hallway:'
-47

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO:No items were requested from this area.

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnel duringprocessing:

a. BSO: There are markings on the floor to denote projectilesfound. (See Exhibit 31B,

MAS0912-0919, 0968-0969, 0970-0978, 0986-0989) as well as a key. (See Exhibit

31B, MAS1012). Desks near the 2nd floor elevator have been moved. (Compare
MAS0764,0767-0770,DGP1184 to RJD34) (See Exhibit 31B).

Third Floor

The classrooms on the third floor of the 1200 building were photographed by BSO

Detective Gloria Crespo prior to processing. These photos show the condition of the third floor

just after the crime occurred. Once the scene was processed and the bodies were removed,

Detective Crespo also photographedthe third floor again. Additionally,on February 15, 2018, the

FBI photographedthe third floor.

Third Floor West Stairwell (1200A):46 BSO removed a backpack, a vest, a firearm, a
.48

cellphone and magazines from the third floor stairwellarea. (See Exhibit 32A, GEC4562-

4574, GEC5510-5558).

47 Exhibit 31, Composite of 377 photos ofthe second floor hallway.
48 Exhibit 32.
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Room 1241:
49

3. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by teacher include a jacket, resistance band,
coffee cup, textbooksand teacherbooks. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 6). Some or all were

returned. (See Exhibit 33A, PropertyReceipt).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the doorwindow ofthe door ofthis classroom,
not the defendant. BSO Crime Scene wrote "CSU X" outside the door to this

classroom. (See Exhibit 338, FBUDSC0399).

b. ATE "ATF"written outside this door. (See Exhibit 338, FBUDSC0399).

c. FHP: FHP wrote "FHP X" in black marker outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 338, FBUDSC0399).

d. THI: Yellow sticky note and blue marker with "THI" written. (See Exhibit 33B,

FBI/DSC0399).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 33D, BSO) (See Exhibit 33C, RJD)

Roorn BSO/FBI Defense Alterations

1241 GEC 4663 RJD 3353 a. Assortment ofchairs added

Pg. 1/7 b. Trashbin moved

c. Roll ofpaper moved

1241 GEC 4661 RJD 3361 a. Rectangulartable added
b. Poster fallen

Pg. 2/7 Desksshifted
Textbooks moved

1241 GEC 4662 RJD 3362 a. Cabinet doors adjusted
b. Rectangulartable missing

Pg. 3/7 Desksshifted
1241 GEC 5436 RJD 3359 a. Cabinet doors closed

Pg. 4/7 (Processed) b. File cabinet drawers opened (see
page 6 of 7 GEC 4663 for reference)

1241 GEC 5441 RJD 3356 a. Assortment ofchairs added

Pg. 5/7 (Processed)
1241 GEC 4663 RJD 3353 a. Roll ofpaper missing

49 Exhibit 33, Composite of 31 photos ofRoom 1241 and 1 propertyreceipt.
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Pg. 6/7 b. File cabinetmoved

1241 FBIDSC0402 RJD 3366 a. Roll ofpaper movedagain
Pg.717

Room 1249:50

1. Items removed:

b. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachersinclude pictures, a Yeti

cup, books, and binders. (See Exhibit64 at p. 7). Some or all were returned. (See
Exhibit 34A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI. With approvalfrom the SAO, the FBI photographedand removed four bags,
a cell phone, keys on a lanyard and a "Chums" case from this classroom (See
Exhibit 34A).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: BSO wrote "CSU X,
" C..

'CSU CLEARED 02/17/18" and "B.S.O. II" outside

the door to this classroom. (See Exhibit 348, GEC5172, FBUDSC0408,

RJD0616E9).

b. FBI. The FBI wrote "FBI CLEARNO TRAJECTORY" outside the door to this

classroom. (See Exhibit 348, GEC5172, FBUDSC0408).

c. FHP: FHP wrote "FHP X" in black marker outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 348, GEC5172, FBUDSC0408).

d. THI: blue marker with "THI" written. (See Exhibit 34B, GEC5172,

FBI/DSC0408).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 34D, BSO) (See Exhibit 34C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1249 GEC 4735 RJD 3338 a. Flag fallen

Pg. 1/3 *5 bags removed by FBI

1249 GEC 4736 RJD 3345 a. Opened laptop added

b. Cabinet doors closed

Pg. 2/3 c. Water bottle added

d. Electricalcord unplugged
*5 bags removed by FBI

1249 GEC 4737 RJD 3351 a. Rectangulartable moved
b. Cabinet doors closed.

50 Exhibit 34, Composite of 41 photos ofRoom 1249 and 1 propertyreceipt.
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Pg. 3/3

*5 bags removed by FBI

Room 1250:
51

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teacherinclude football figurines,
storybook written by Joaquin Oliver, New England Patriots flag, clothing, files,
Blu-Rayplayer, recordex, DVD's, textbooks, fundraisingcandy bars and cash, and
a notebook. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 7). Some or all were returned. (See Exhibit 35A,
Property Receipt).

b. FBI. With approvalfrom the SAO, the FBI photographedand removed 12 bags and

two instruments from this classroom. (See Exhibit 35A)

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the door window of this classroom, not the

defendant. (See Exhibit 35B, GEC4738,4740) and BSO Crime Scene wrote "CSU
X/, " "''CSU CLEARED 02/17/18," "NO Phones/Bags 2/17/18" and 2 CLEAR 4"
outside the door to this classroom. (See Exhibit 358, RJD1250-FINAL2). Several

desks were moved during processing.(See Exhibit 35B, compareFBUDSC0426 to

GEC4741).

b. FBI. The FBI wrote "FBI CLEARNO TRAJECTORY" outside the door to this

classroom. (See Exhibit 358, RJD1250-FINAL2).

c. FHP: FHP: FHP wrote"FHP X" in blackmarker outsidethe doorofthis classroom.

(See Exhibit 358, RJD1250-FINAL2).

d. THI: Yellow sticky note and blue marker with "THI" written. (See Exhibit 35B,

FBI/DSC0424).(See Exhibit 358, RJD1250-FINAL2).

3. Alterationsto the classroom postprocessing:
(See Exhibit 35D, BSO) (See Exhibit35C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1250 GEC 4741 RJD 3301 a. Recyclebin added
b. Pink basketmissing

Pg. 1/5 c. Laptop closed.

d. Black high-back chair removed

Cabinet doors adjustedand desks in

disarray

51 Exhibit 35, Composite of 72 photos ofRoom 1250.
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*12 bags removed by FBI
1250 GEC 4743 RJD 3304 a. Chair moved

b. Artwork fallen from whiteboard

Pg. 2/5 Cabinet doors closed

*12 bags removed by FBI
1250 GEC 4745 RJD 3312 a. Teacher's deskmoved

Desksin disarray
Cabinet doors adjusted

Pg. 3/5 *12 bags removed by FBI

1250 GEC 4746 RJD 3315 a. Map fallen

b. Cabinet doors adjusted

Pg. 4/5 Desksin disarray
Cabinet doors adjusted

*12 bags removed by FBI
1250 GEC 4747 RJD 3316 a. In completedisarray
Pg. 5/5 *12 bags removed by FBI

Room 1253:
52

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachersinclude eyeglass case

with flash drives, wireless presenter, red laser pointer, carts, printer, folder,
clothing, sign on wall, filing cabinet, small bowl with crystals. (See Exhibit64 at

pg. 8). Some or all were returned. (See Exhibit 36A, PropertyRece*t).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the door window of this classroom, not the

defendant. (See Exhibit 36B, GEC4770-4771)and wrote"CSU X" outsidethe door

to this classroom. (See Exhibit 36B, GEC5380).

b. FBI. The FBI wrote "FBI CLEARNO TRAJECTORY" outside the door to this

classroom. (See Exhibit 36B, GEC5380).

c. FHP: FHP wrote "FHP X" in black markeroutsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 36B, GEC5380).

d. THI: Yellow sticky note and blue marker with "THI" written. (See Exhibit 36B,

GEC5380).

e. Someone wrote "cleAR-"in red markerand "2/17/18NO Bags cell" outside the

door to this classroom. (See Exhibit 36B, GEC5380).

52 Exhibit 36, Composite of 34 photos ofRoom 1253 and 1 propertyreceipt.
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3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 36D, BSO) (See Exhibit 36C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1253 GEC 4770 RJD 3283 a. Two bins added

Pg. 1/4

1253 GEC 4775 RJD 3285 Student desks in disarray.
Pg. 2/4 *2 bags removedby FBI
1253 GEC 4778 RJD 3289 a. "Help is free" bannermissing
Pg. 3/4 b. Two orange chairs missing

Cabinetdoors closed.

Desks in disarray
*2 bags removedby FBI

1253 GEC 4779 RJD 3292 a. Trashcanremoved

Pg. 4/4 b. Wooden stool missing.
Cabinetdoors adjusted
Desks in disarray

*2 bags removedby FBI

Room 1254:
53

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachersinclude zip drives,
Polaroid camera, notebooks, salt lamp, diffuser, pens, chargers, a cross, printers, a
mini fridge, stickerposter, roller cart, textbooks, glasses, and a binder. (See Exhibit
64 at p. 8). Some of all were returned. See Exhibit 37A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI. With approvalfrom the SAO, the FBI photographedand removedthree bags
from this classroom. (See Exhibit 37A)

c. BSO: BSO crime scene removed a cell phone from this classroom. (See Exhibit

37A, GEC5561).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the door window of this classroom, not the

defendant (See Exhibit 37B, GEC4785, 5364, 5371) and wrote "CSU X" outside

the door to this classroom. (See Exhibit 378, FBUAMO0456). Additionally,
someonewrote"2 CLEAR4" outside the doorto this classroom. (See Exhibit 37B,
FBI/AMO0456).

b. FHP: FHP wrote "FHP X" in black marker outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 378, FBUAMO0456).

53 Exhibit 37, Composite of 62 photos ofRoom 1254 and 1 propertyreceipt.
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c. THI: Yellow sticky note and blue marker with "THI" written. (See Exhibit 37B,

FBI/AMO0456).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 37D, BSO) (See Exhibit 37C, RJD)

Room BSO Defense Alterations

1254 GEC 4782 RJD 3259 a. File cabinetmoved and turned

b. Books missing
Pg. 1/3 c. Gift bag moved, tissue paper, and

silver cup added

All rectangulartables moved
Desks and chairs in disarray

*3 bags removedby FBI
1254 GEC 4786 RJD 3264 a. Gift bag removed

b. Red chairs moved

Pg. 2/3 c. Framemoved

d. Writing added on floor

*3 bags removedby FBI
1254 GEC 4788 RJD 3280 a. Red chair added

b. Single chair removed

Pg. 3/3 c. File cabinetmoved

*3 bags removedby FBI

Room 1257:
54

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachers include eyeglasses,
printers, calculators, a lunch box, a necklace, books, a school ID and a box of

fundraiser chocolateswith cash. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 8). Some ofall were returned.

(See Exhibit 38A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI. With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographed and removed 28 bags
from this classroom. (See Exhibit 38A).

c. BSO: BSO Crime Scene removed an IPad from this classroom. (See Exhibit 38A,

GEC5563).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the door window of this classroom, not the

defendant. (See Exhibit 38B, GEC4812, 4814). Additionally, several desks were

54 Exhibit 38, Composite of 127 photos ofRoom 1257 and 1 propertyreceipt.
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moved within the classroom. (See Exhibit 38B, compare GEC 4818, 5344 to

FBI/AMO0359). Someone wrote "CleAR" and "2/17/18 1Ipad recovered nothing
else" outside the doorto this classroom. (See Exhibit38B, GEC5341-5342).

b. FBI. The FBI wrote "FBI CLEARNO TRAJECTORY" outside the door to this

classroom. (See Exhibit 38B, GEC5341-5342).

c. FHP: FHP wrote "FHP X" in black marker outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 38B, GEC5341-5342).

d. THI: Yellow sticky note, blue markerwith "THI" written outside this classroom.

(See Exhibit 38B, GEC5341-5342).

e. ATF: "ATF-"was writtenin blackmarker outsidethe doorto this classroom.(See
Exhibit 388, FBUAMO0357).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(Exhibit 38D, BSO) (Exhibit38C, RJD)

Room BSO Defense Alterations

1257 GEC 4816 RJD 3233 a. Desks in disarray.
Pg. 1/5 *29 bags removed by FBI
1257 GEC 4819 RJD 3241 a. Bag added to desk

b. Michiganflag missing from board

Pg. 2/5 Desks in disarray
*29 bags removed by FBI

1257 GEC 4821 RJD 3249 Desks in disarray
Both sets ofcabinets adjusted

Pg. 3/5 *29 bags removed by FBI
1257 GEC 4822 RJD 3247 Rectangular table moved

Cabinetsrepositioned.
Pg. 4/5 Desks in disarray

*29 bags removed by FBI
1257 GEC 5343 RJD 3256 a. Gift bag moved.

b. Power Strip unplugged
Pg. 5/5 c. Article ofclothingadded.

Rectangular table moved

Desks shifted
*29 bags removed by FBI
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Room 1240:
55

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: No items requested from this room.

b. FBI. Nothing removed from this room.

c. BSO: BSO Crime Scene removed a magazine, bullets and fragments from this

room. (See Exhibit 39A, GEC5495).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: This is a teacher planning room. Although the Defendantbroke the external

window,BSO SWATbroke all the internaldoorwindows in this room. (SeeExhibit

39B, GEC4673-4674).Additionally,stickers wereplaced inside the roomto denote

holes made from projectiles. (See Exhibit39B, GEC5142-5171).

Room012G (vestibuleroom):z
56
The only change to this room is that BSO wrote"ClEAR

BSO" outside the door and outside an internal door to this room. (See Exhibit 40B,

GEC4701-4702).

Room 1242 (Storage):
57

The door window to this room was broken by BSO and

"CLEAR+-" was written outside the door. (See Exhibit41B, GEC4704-4706).

Room 1243 (Mechanical):-
.58

The doorknob (handle and plate) was broken off this door

and left on the floor. (See Exhibit 42B, GEC4702,4703, LizardQ rac42)

Room 1244 (Electrical):
.59 i,

'CLEAR+BSO"was written outsidethe doorand "NOT"was

written above that in black marker and crossed off in green marker. (See Exhibit 43B,

GEC4709).

Room 1245 (Telecom): Therewere no items changed, removedor added to this room.

55 Exhibit 39, Composite of90 photos ofRoom 1240.
56 Exhibit 40, Composite of 3 photos ofRoom 012G.
57 Exhibit 41, Composite of 3 photos ofRoom 1242.
58 Exhibit 42, Composite of 3 photos ofRoom 1243.
59 Exhibit 43, Composite of 1 photos ofRoom 1244.
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Room 1246 (Custodial): There were no items changed, removed or added to this room.

Room 1247 (Men's Restroom):
60

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: No items requested from this room.

b. BSO: BSO Crime Scene removed a magazine, bullets and fragments from this

room. (See Exhibit 44A, GEC5494).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: There is a yellow sticker and two white stickers on the wall outside the

restroom to mark holes from two projectiles, as well as lines drawn on the wall for

measurement. (See Exhibit 44B, GEC5088-5098, POP4762,4826-4880).There is

also a yellow and a white stickeron the inside ofthe restroom to mark a projectile
hole. (See Exhibit 44B, GEC5100-5107).

b. FBI. The FBI wrote "FBI CLEARNO TRAJECTORY" outside the door to this

room. (See Exhibit 44B, GEC5087).

c. THI: Yellow sticky note, blue marker with "THI" written outside this room. (See
Exhibit 44B, GEC5087).

Room 1248 (Women's Restroom):<
.61

1. Items removed: No items were requested or removedfrom this room.

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: "CSUX" writtenoutsidethe doorofthisroom. (See Exhibit 45B, GEC5428).

b. FBI. The FBIwrote "FBI DOORLOCKEDAND CLEARED" outsidethe door to

this room. (See Exhibit 45B, GEC5428).

c. THI: Yellow sticky note, blue marker with "THI" written outside this room. (See
Exhibit 45B, GEC5428).

Room 1251:
62

1. Items removed:

60 Exhibit 44, Composite of48 photos ofRoom 1247.
61 Exhibit 45, Composite of2 photos ofRoom 1248.
62 Exhibit 46, Composite of44 photos ofRoom 1251 and 1 propertyreceipt.
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a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachers include NFL player
figurines, a children's book written by a deceased victim, a blu-ray player and

power supply,DVDs,textbooks,personal books, a card box withfundraisingcandy
and cash and a notebook. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 7). Some or all were returned. (See
Exhibit 46A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI. With approvalfrom the SAO, the FBIphotographed and removedbags from
this room. (See Exhibit 46A). (FBUDSC466-0476).

c. BSO: BSO removedone cell phone from this room. (See Exhibit 46A, GEC5555,

5560).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the door window to this classroom, not the

defendant. BSO also wrote "2 ClEAR BSO" above the room number placard and

BSO Crime Scene wrote "CSU X." Additionally,someonewrote"CLEAR" on the

door. (See Exhibit 46B, GEC5396).

b. FBI. The FBI wrote "FBI CLEARNO TRAJECTORY" outside the door to this

room. (See Exhibit 46B, GEC5396).

c. FHP: FHP wrote "FHP X" in black marker outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 46B, GEC5396).

d. THI: Yellow sticky note, blue marker with "THI" written outside this room. (See
Exhibit 46B, GEC5396).

e. ATF: "ATF-"writtenoutside this door. (See Exhibit 468, GEC5396).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 46D, BSO) (See Exhibit 46C, RJD)

1251 GEC 4753 RJD 3368 a. File cabinetmoved and bottom

drawer opened

Pg 1/3 b. Wooden lecternmoved

c. Items added to desktop
Desks in disarray
*5 bags removed by FBI

1251 GEC 4755 RJD 3372 a. Cabinet doors closed

Desks in disarray
Pg. 2/3 *5 bags removed by FBI

1251 GEC 4756 RJD 3374 a. Lectern moved

b. File cabinetmoved

Pg. 3/3 c. Roll ofpaper moved

d. Cabinets doors closed
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Desks in disarray
*5 bags removed by FBI

Room 1252:
63

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: Itemsrequested by students/teachersinclude laptop computers,

computer bag, leatherportfolio folder, world map, a flash drive, eyeglasses, a laser

pointer, carts, charging cubes. (See Exhibit 64 at p. 8). Some or all were returned.

(See Exhibit 47A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI: With approvalfrom the SAO, the FBI photographedand removedseven bags
from this room. (See Exhibit 47A).

c. BSO: BSO removedone cell phone from this room. (See Exhibit 47A, GEC5559).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO SWAT team broke the door window to this classroom, not the

defendant. BSO also wrote "2 ClEAR BSO" and "2/17/18 NO Bags 1 locked

cabinet" near the room number placard and BSO Crime Scene wrote "CSU X.

Someone wrote "CLEAR" onthe door. (See Exhibit 47B, GEC5387). Additionally,
the desks contained in this classroom were rearranged during processing. (See
Exhibit 47B, compare GEC5390 to GEC4763).

b. FBI. The FBI wrote "FBI CLEARNO TRAJECTORY" outside the door to this

room. (See Exhibit 47B, GEC5387).

c. FHP: FHP wrote "FHP X" in black marker outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 47B, GEC5387).

d. THI: Yellow sticky note, blue marker with "THI" written outside this room. (See
Exhibit 47B, GEC5387).

e. ATF: "ATF-"writtenoutside this door. (See Exhibit 478, GEC5387).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 47D, BSO/FBI) (See Exhibit 47C, RJD)

Room BSO/FBI Defense Alterations

1252 GEC 4766 RJD 3385 a. Cabinet doors closed

b. Chair missing
Pg. 1/4 Desks in disarray

63 Exhibit 47, Composite of 61 photos ofRoom 1242 and 1 propertyreceipt .
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*8 bags removed by FBI
1252 GEC 4767 RJD 3387 a. Cabinet doors adjusted.
Pg. 2/4 Desks shifted

*8 bags removed by FBI
1252 GEC 5389 RJD 3389 a. Chairsmoved

b. Pencil case opened
Pg. 3/4 c. Plasticbag missing

Desks shifted
*8 bags removed by FBI

1252 FBIDSC0051 RJD 3393 a. Globe moved

Pg. 4/4 b. Computer cart moved

Desks in disarray
*8 bags removed by FBI

Room 1255:
64

1. Items removed

a. Authorized by SAO: Items requested by students/teachersinclude a printer and
cable cord, plastic box offolders, Logitech clicker/laserpointer, a love letter written

by a deceased victim, books and the content of file cabinet drawers. (See Exhibit

64 at p. 8). Some or all were returned. (See Exhibit 48A, PropertyReceipt).

b. FBI. With approval from the SAO, the FBI photographed and removed two bags
from this room. (See Exhibit 48A).

c. BSO: BSO removed a poster from the inside of the door to this classroom. (See
Exhibit 48A, compareGEC4992 to GEC5356). BSO also removed projectilesfrom
this classroom. (See Exhibit 48A, GEC5494).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnel duringprocessing:

a. BSO: There is a white sticker on the door and white stickersand blue marker inside

the classroom to denote holes made by projectiles. (See Exhibit 48B, GEC4976-

5078). Crime Scene also wrote "NO Bags 2/17/18" outside the door. (See Exhibit

48B, GEC5355). Someone also wrote "2 D CLEAR" outside the door of this

classroom. (See Exhibit 48B, GEC5355). Additionally,the desks containedin this

classroom were rearranged during processing. (See Exhibit 48B, compare
GEC4804 to GEC5358).

b. FBI: FBIwrote "FBIClearwith trajectory"outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 48B, GEC5355).

64 Exhibit 48, Composite of 172 photos ofRoom 1255 and 1 propertyreceipt.
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c. FHP: FHP wrote "FHP X" in black marker outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 48B, GEC5355).

d. THI: Yellow sticky note, blue marker with "THI" written outside this room. (See
Exhibit 48B, GEC5355).

e. ATF: "-ATF+" written outside this door. (See Exhibit488, GEC5355).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 48D, BSO) (See Exhibit 48C, RJD)

Room BSO Defense Alterations

1255 GEC 4804 RJD 3410 a. Gift bag added to desktop
b. Computer cart moved

Pg. 1/3 c. Stuffanimal and giftbag
missing

Desks and books in disarray
*2 bags removedby FBI

1255 GEC 4800 RJD 3402 a. Computer cart moved

b. Gift bags moved

Pg. 2/3 c. Poster fallen

d. Rug folded with desks on top
Desks and books in disarray
*2 bags removedby FBI

1255 GEC 4805 RJD 3411 a. Cabinet doors closed

b. Stool missing
Pg. 3/3 c. Items on teacher'sdesk

moved

Desks and chairs in disarray
*2 bags removedby FBI

Room 1256:
65

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: The only items from this classroom were requested by a

deceased teacher'sfamily.

b. BSO: A phone was removedfrom the teacher'sdesk. (See Exhibit 49A, GEC5562).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: The BSO Crime Scene Unit wrote "CSU X" and "1 cell Recovered NO

Bags/" outsidethe door to this classroom. (See Exhibit 49B, GEC5349). Someone

65
Exhibit 49, Composite of22 photos ofRoom 1256 and 1 propertyreceipt.
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wrote "2 CLEAR-" outside the door to this classroom. (See Exhibit 49B,

GEC5349). Additionally, the desks contained in this classroom were rearranged
duringprocessing.(See Exhibit 49B, compare GEC4808 to FBUAMO0452).

b. FBI: FBIwrote "FBIClearwith trajectory"outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 49B, GEC5349).

c. FHP: FHP wrote "FHP X" in black marker outsidethe door ofthis classroom. (See
Exhibit 49B, GEC5349).

d. THI: Yellow sticky note, blue marker with "THI" written outside this room. (See
Exhibit 49B, GEC5349).

e. ATF: "ATF-"writtenoutside this door. (See Exhibit 498, GEC5349).

3. Alterationsmade to the classroompost processing:
(See Exhibit 49D, BSO) (See Exhibit 49C, RJD)

Roorn BSO Defense Alterations

1256 GEC 4809 RJD 3414 a. File cabinetmoved

b. Desk drawer closed and laptop
Pg. 1/1 partially closed

Desks shifted

Third Floor Hallway:
66

1. Items removed:

a. Authorized by SAO: No items requested from the hallway.

b. BSO: BSO removedthree cell phones (GEC5556,5559), 4 backpacks (DGP1213-
1214), a starpin (CRW8153-8154), a teddy bear (DGP1214) and several projectile
and projectile fragments (RAC7511-7513, GEC5486-5554) from this hallway.
GEC5556). (See Exhibit 50A).

2. Changes (added/removal)made by crime scene personnelduringprocessing:

a. BSO: There are numerous markings and stickers on the walls and floors made by
the crime scene unit. (See Exhibit 50B, RAC7511-7631, GEC5028-5048,
GEC5087-5098, GEC5172-5182, GEC5256-5260, GEC5267-5299, GEC5301-

5339, GEC5375-5480, GEC5387, GEC5393-5396, GEC5404-5406, GEC5413-

5414, POP4746-4880). There are also drag marks outside of Room 1249. (See
Exhibit 50B, GEC4732).

66
Exhibit 50, Composite of 935 photos ofthe third floor hallway.
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Third Floor East Stairwell: There were no items changed, removed or added to this area.

As the precedingpages indicate,there have been numerous changesto the condition ofthe

crime scene since the relevant time. As the above pages illustrate, the crime scene is in a

substantiallydifferentconditionthan it was at the time ofthe crime and will silently and incorrectly

directthe jurors' attention during the view.

B. THE STATE'S EVIDENCE IN THIS CASE IS MORE THAN ADEQUATE
WITHOUTA JURYVIEW.

As part of its decision-making process, this Court is required to consider both the relative

importance ofthe site to be viewedin relationto the proceedingsand the adequacy ofthe evidence

without a jury view. See Crawford v. State, 70 So. 374,376 (Fla. 1915) ("There is nothing in the

record to showthat a refusal to grant the motion was in anywise injurious to [the defendant],nor

that a view of the premises was essential to a better understanding by the jury of the evidence

submitted."); Thomas v. State, 748 So. 2d at 970,973 (motion to view crime scene denied where

defensewas allowed to introduce witnesses and photos),Bundy v. State, 471 So. 2d 9,20 (counsel

was able to cross-examine witness whose testimony he wanted to challenge withjury viewing),

Luttrell v. State, 9 So. 2d 93, 93-94 (Fla. 1942) (no abuse of discretion despite agreeing with

appellant's argument that "the jury would be aided in its deliberation by obtaining an eye picture

ofthe scene ofthe crime and from a retained mental picture, when reviewing the testimony ofthe

witnesses appearing in the case, the jury could place the witnesses at identifiedpoints around the

scene of the crime, and with this additional information the jury would have and possess a

thorough, accurate and comprehensiveknowledge ofthe several matters submitted").c
67

67 In its order summarily granting the State's Motionfor Viewby Jury, the Courtnotes that "Iwlhile Defendantargues
that the State does not explain in its motion why such an undertaking is necessary for the jury to understand the

evidence, this is not the standard." (Court's Dec. 17, 2020 Order Granting State's Motion for View by Jury at p. 3).
This Courtdetermined that a jury view is proper, so long as it is "relevant, beneficial, and helpful." Id. Interestingly,
it appears that the burden on a defendant seeking a view ofthe crime scene is much higher. Based on the cases cited
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The State's Motion for View by Jury (SF-91) sets forth the reason it believes a jury view

is necessaryin this case for thejury to understand and apply the evidence in this case. This list of

reasonsis actually a recitationofgaps in its evidence, rather than an explanationofhow viewing

the crime scene will assistthejury in analyzing and applyingthe evidence it has. Nonetheless,the

following discussionwill demonstratethatthere is nothing overly complicated about the evidence,

or the elements ofthe crimes charged, thatjustify such an enormous undertaking.<
68

i. No video shows the path from the Uber drop off to the east entrance of the

1200 building (SF-91 at p. 2, 4)

The State ofFloridahas the following evidence to establishwhat it claimsonly a juryview

could satisfy: Uber driver Laura Zecchini will testify that she dropped off an individual at 2:19

p.m. on February 14, 2018, at 5901 Pine Island Road, in Parkland, Florida, just northeast ofthe

main entrance to MSD High School.'
69
Records from the Uber account on the phone belonging to

Mr. Cruz will corroborate this.
70

School Campus Monitor Andrew Medina will testify that at

approximately 2:20 p.m., he observed a person he recognized exit a parked Uber and walk west

on the school campus, through the bike rack gate. Medina claims this person was walking fast,

almost a jog, "like he looked on a mission."
,71

Medina watched this person as he walked west

toward the 1200 building and enter at its east side. '72 Medina radioed to campus monitor David

Taylor to warnhim about "a suspiciousperson coming through the door."
73

above and in Mr. Cruz's initial motion in opposition to thejuryview, defendantsmust show that the crime sceneview

is "essential" or "necessary"to the jury's understandingofthe evidence. According to this Court, the State need only
show that it would be useful or helpful.
68 To provethe crime ofFirst Degree PremeditatedMurder, the State mustprove the followingthree elements

beyonda reasonabledoubt: 1. (Viictim) is dead; 2. The deathwas causedby the criminal act of (defendant);and 3.

Therewas a premeditatedkillingof (victim). Fla. Crim. J. Inst. 7.2.
69 Exhibit 52 (October 3, 2019, deposition ofLaura Zecchini at p. 31, line 15- p. 41, line 23, referencing deposition
exhibitG).
70 Exhibit 53, UberRider Information, Pg. 3
71 Exhibit 54, MedinaFDLEstatementtaken on September 6,2018. Pg. 25, Line 25
72 Exhibit 55, February 14, 2018, interview ofAndrew Medinaby BSO Detectives Galindez and Demosthenesat p.

11, line 5 -p. 15, line 17.
73 Exhibit 56, DavidTaylor civil deposition taken September 26,2019. Pgs. 24-25, Lines 25-1.
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The State claims the jury view is needed because "there is no video of the Defendant

approaching the 1200 building." The State, however,has numerous photographs,including aerial

photographicfootage and video footage ofthe east entrance to the 1200 Building.Detective Plaska

photographedthe east entrance ofthe 1200 building from several differentangles.74Additionally,

Detective Williams captureddrone photographsand videos. The drone photographs depict views

ofthe Uber drop off location and path of travel - walking west onto the school campus, through

the bike rack, and the east entrance of the 1200 building.
75

Additionally,on May 2, 2021, Mark Furdon, ChiefInvestigator for the Public Defender's

Office, took various measurementsat the Madory Stoneman High School Campus. The distance

between the Uber drop-offpoint and the east side door of the 1200 building was measured and

found to be approximately286 feet. The walking path from Pine Island Roadto the gate/fenceon

the east side of campus was measured and was found to take approximately 1 minute and 12

seconds at a walkingpace.
76

These measurements,along with the photographs,drone footage and

testimony of Andrew Medina and Laura Zecchini, provide a sufficient understanding of the

pathwaytaken from the Uber drop-offpointto the east entrance ofthe 1200 building.

ii. The suspect entered the 1200 building on the first Iloor east hallway and

immediatelymoved into the east stairwell. He then removed his AR--15 rifle

from a bag that he was carrying and proceeded to load his weapon with a

firearm magazine. The suspect then re-entered the central hallway of the first

floor and began firing his rifle at students in the hallway and then fired into

multiple classrooms, stopping to reload his weapon by taking extra firearm

magazines out of a vest that he was wearing (SF91 at pg. 2).

The State ofFloridahas in its possessioninterior cameras ofthe 1200 building. The footage

from camera 12 very clearly captures the defendant enter the east stairwell on the first floor at

74 Exhibit 57, Composite of 6 photographs providingviews ofthe east entrance ofthe 1200 building.
75 Exhibit 58, Composite of2 photographs providing aerial view ofUberdrop-offto eastentrance of 1200 building,
DJI 007 and DJI 0025.
76 Exhibit 73, Affidavit ofInvestigatorMark Furdonand exhibits.
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2:21:lgpm.77 The video then shows the defendant make contact with student Christopher

McKenna, and then exit the stairwell into the first floor hallway at 2:21:33pm.78 On camera 15,

which captures the east hallwayofthe first floor, the Defendant is seen at 2:21:34 p.m. lifting the

firearm and taking the first shot.
79

iii. The view of the first Iloor is obscuredby dust droppingfrom the ceiling.
(SF91 at p. 4).

Dust dropping from the ceilingdoes occurwhen the shooting begins. The State claimsthat

a jury view is needed because the dust "sometimes obscured the Defendant from being detected

by the cameras." (SF-94, pg. 4). This argument is highly exaggerated. Even when the video is

clouded with dust, the body of the shooter is still clearly visible.80 Additionally, the State has

numerous photographs depictingthe first floor hallwayas it would appear without dust obscuring

it.2
81
The State also has BSO LizardQ photos ofthe first floor hallway.

82

The surveillance video on the second floor is not obscured by any dust. The State has in

its possession several photographs of the second floor hallway with a view from west to east.
283

The State also has BSO LizardQ photos ofthe second floorhallway.2
84

Finally, the State has in its possessionclear photographs ofthe third floor hallwaywith a

view from east to west.
85
The State also has BSO LizardQ photos ofthe third floorhallway.

286

77 Exhibit 59, Camera 12 still shot2:21:18pm
78 Exhibit 60, Camera 12 still shot 2:21:33pm
79 Exhibit 61, Camera 15 still shot at 2:21:34pm
80 Exhibit 62, Camera 15 still shot at 2:22:34pm
81 Exhibit 17D (DGP1142, DGP1149-1154).
82 These photos have beenexcludeddue to images of deceased victims. (State's SupplementalDiscoveryS-50)
83 Exhibit 31D (DGP1184-1185,DGP1188-1191).
84 Exhibit 31D (DK417-419)
85 Exhibit 50D (GEC5444, GEC5452-5453, GEC5455-5456, GEC5460-5462, GEC5465-5466, GEC5468,
GEC5470, GEC5472,GEC5474, GEC5476-5477, GEC5480, GEC5483).
86 These photos have beenexcludeddue to images of deceased victims.State's SupplementalDiscoveryS-50
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iv. There is no school surveillance video which depictsthe interiorsof any of the

classrooms. (SF-91 at p. 4).

The State has hundreds of photographs of the inside of each classroom. There are also

numerouswitnesses (students and teachers) who were inthe classroomsto providetestimonyabout

what was happening inside as the defendantwas shooting. It should be noted that the defendant

did not enter a single classroom at any time during the shooting. Nonetheless, with the

photographicevidencethe State has, thejurywill be able to see "inside"each classroom both prior

to, and after the roomwas processed.

Any number of BSO Crime Scene Detectives, students, faculty, or staff will be able to

testify that the photos are fair and accurate depictions of any particular classroom on the date of

the incident. The photographic evidence of classrooms on the first floor of the 1200 building

available in lieu of a juryview consists of the followingcomposites:

Classroom 1202 - 24 photos, See Exhibit 3D

Classroom 1210 - 28 photos, See Exhibit 4D

Classroom 1211 - 29 photos, See Exhibit 5D

Classroom 1214 - 37 photos, See Exhibit 6D

Classroom 1215 - 52 photos, See Exhibit 7D

Classroom 1218 - 25 photos, See Exhibit 8D

Classroom 1212 - 44 photos, See Exhibit 13D

Classroom 1213 - 83 photos, See Exhibit 14D

Classroom 1216 - 25 photos, See Exhibit 15D

Classroom 1217 - 23 photos, See Exhibit 16D

The photographic evidence of classrooms on the second floor of the 1200 building in lieu

ofa juryview consist ofthe following composites:
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Classroom1221 - 36 photos, See Exhibit 19D

Classroom 1229 - 44 photos, See Exhibit 20D

Classroom 1230 - 45 photos, See Exhibit 21D

Classroom 1233 - 25 photos, See Exhibit 22D

Classroom 1234 - 82 photos, See Exhibit 23D

Classroom 1237 - 36 photos, See Exhibit 24D

Classroom 1231 - 199 photos, See Exhibit 27D

Classroom 1232 - 40 photos, See Exhibit 28D

Classroom 1235 - 47 photos, See Exhibit 29D

Classroom 1236 - 37 photos, See Exhibit 30D

The photographic evidence of classrooms on the third floor of the 1200 building in lieu of

a juryview consist ofthe following composites:

Classroom 1241 - 18 photos, See Exhibit 33D

Classroom 1249 - 21 photos, See Exhibit 34D

Classroom 1250 - 22 photos, See Exhibit 35D

Classroom 1253 - 24 photos, See Exhibit 36D

Classroom 1254 - 35 photos, See Exhibit 37D

Classroom 1257 - 49 photos, See Exhibit 38D

Classroom 1251 - 26 photos, See Exhibit 46D

Classroom 1252 - 30 photos, See Exhibit 47D

Classroom 1255 - 43 photos, See Exhibit 48D

Classroom 1256 - 14 photos, See Exhibit 49D
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In addition to the classroom photos, BSO crime scene detectives took over 1,800

photographs of the scene. These include 394 photographs of the first floor hallway,87 328

photographs ofthe second floor hallway,
88
and 567 photos ofthe third floorhallway.

289 BSO used

the LizardQ to take and combine overall and panoramic views. The LizardQ can take 500-4,550

megapixelsphotos (compared to a Nikon camera which usually takes around 18 megapixels).t
90

LizardQ photos were taken of each floor ofthe 1200 building. Specifically,on the first floor the

following LizardQ photos exist as evidence for the jury

Classroom 1210 - 1 photo, See Exhibit4D

Classroom 1211 - 1 photo, See Exhibit5D

Classroom 1214 - 1 photo, See Exhibit6D

Classroom 1215 - 1 photo, See Exhibit7D

Classroom 1218 - 1 photo, See Exhibit8D

Classroom 1212 - 1 photo, See Exhibit 13D

Classroom 1217 - 1 photo, See Exhibit 17D

Stairwell 1200A - 4 photos, See Exhibit 18D
*91

Stairwell 1200B - 5 Photos, See Exhibit 9D

Lizard Q compositephotos for the second floor include:

Classroom 1229 - 1 photo, See Exhibit20D

Classroom 1230 - 1 photo, See Exhibit21D

Classroom 1233 - 1 photo, See Exhibit22D

87 Exhibit 17D, 1St Floor Hallway, 361 are provided, excludesimages of deceased victims(See State's supplemental
DiscoveryS-50)
88

Exhibit 3 1D, 2nd Floor Hallway
89 Exhibit 50D, 3rd Floor Hallway, 482 are provided, excludes images ofdeceased victims (See State's supplemental
DiscoveryS-50)
90 Exhibit 65, Det. ClintWilliamsDepo, Pgs. 78-79, Line 1 on Pg. 78 - Line 5 on Pg. 79
91 Exhibit 18D, Composite of
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Classroom 1234 - 1 photo, See Exhibit23D

Classroom 1237 - 1 photo, See Exhibit24D

Classroom 1231 - 1 photo, See Exhibit27D

Classroom 1232 - 1 photo, See Exhibit28D

Classroom 1235 - 1 photo, See Exhibit29D

Classroom 1236 - 1 photo, See Exhibit30D

Hallway- 3 photos, See Exhibit31D

Stairwell 1200A - 4 photos, See Exhibit 18D

Stairwell 1200B - 5 Photos, See Exhibit 9D

TeacherPlanning 1220 - 1 photo, See Exhibit25D

Lizard Q compositephotos for the third floor include:

Room 1247, Men's bathroom- 1 photo, See Exhibit 44D

Room 1248, Women'sbathroom- 1 photo, See Exhibit 45D

Classroom 1241 - 1 photo, See Exhibit33D

Classroom 1249 - 1 photo, See Exhibit34D

Classroom 1250 - 1 photo, See Exhibit35D

Classroom 1253 - 1 photo, See Exhibit36D

Classroom 1254 - 1 photo, See Exhibit37D

Classroom 1257 - 1 photo, See Exhibit38D

Classroom 1251 - 1 photo, See Exhibit46D

Classroom 1252 - 1 photo, See Exhibit47D

Classroom 1255 - 1 photo, See Exhibit48D

Classroom 1256 - 1 photo, See Exhibit49D
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Stairwell 1200A - 4 photos, See Exhibit 18D

Stairwell 1200B - 5 Photos, See Exhibit 9D

TeacherPlanning 1240 - 1 photo, See Exhibit39D

v. There is no video that "effectively show[s] the view the Defendant had while

firing into the classrooms." (SF-91 at p. 4).

The State has hundreds of photos of the classroomdoors. From the photos of the closed

doors, thejurywill be ableto see the view the suspecthad into the classrooms.b
92

The photographic

evidence of classroom doors on the first floor ofthe 1200 building available in lieu of a jury view

consists ofthe following:

Classroom 1202 - 1 photo, See Exhibit3D (DSC007)

Classroom 1210 - 5 photos, See Exhibit4D (DSC0071,DSC0072, KAP3755-KAP3757)

Classroom 1211 - 3 photos, See Exhibit 5D (DSC0148,KAP3767,KAP3768)

Classroom 1214 - 2 photos, See Exhibit 6D (DSC0002,DSC0005)

Classroom 1215 - 15 photos, See Exhibit 7D (DSC0193, DJK6819, DJK6830, DJK6831,
DJK6832, DSJ6944, DJK6945, DJK6946, DJK6947, DJK6948, DJK6949, DJK6957, KAP3791,
POP0325, POP0326)

Classroom 1218 - 3 photos, See Exhibit 8D (DSC0002,KAP3807,KAP3808)

Classroom 1212 - 11 photos, See Exhibit 13D (AMO0078, AMO0079, AMO0180, DJK6859,
DJK6860, KAP3696, POP0359, POP0360, POP0361,POP0659, POP0660

Classroom 1213 - 9 photos, Exhibit 14D (AMO0181, AMO0182, AMO0353, AMO0354,
DJK6859, DJK6860, POP0359, POP0360, POP0361)

Classroom 1216 - 4 photos, See Exhibit 15D (DSC0121,DJK6950, DJK6951, KAP3624)

Classroom 1217 - 4 photos, See Exhibit 16D (DSC0106,KAI3621,KAP3622,KAP3678)

The photographic evidence of classroom doors on the second floor ofthe 1200 building available

in lieu of a jury view consists ofthe following:

92
Anytestimony ofwhat the actual view was or what the suspect did or did not see in the classroomcalls for

speculation. The defensedoes not waive this objection by the filing of this proffer.
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Classroom 1221 - 12 photos, See Exhibit 19D (MAS0793-MAS0804)

Classroom 1229 - 12 photos, See Exhibit 20D (DSC0121,MAS0682-MAS0692)

Classroom 1230 - 13 photos, See Exhibit 21D (DSC0189,MAS0637-MAS0648)

Classroom 1233 - 10 photos, See Exhibit 22D (MAS0454-MAS0463)

Classroom 1234 - 19 photos, See Exhibit 23D (DSC0264,MAS0352-MAS0362,MAS0373-

MAS0377, MASMAS0967, MAS0968)

Classroom 1237 - 11 photos, See Exhibit 24D (DSC0271,MAS0250-MAS0259)

Classroom 1231 - 48 photos, See Exhibit 27D (DSC0384, MAS0518-MAS0521,MAS0534,
MAS0535, MAS0541-MAS0546, MAS0549-MAS0552, MAS1013-MAS1018, MAS1083,
MAS1084, MAS1088-MAS1095,MAS1122-MAS1136)

Classroom 1232 - 19 photos, See Exhibit 28D (DSC0352,MAS0479, MAS0480, MAS0484-

MAS0486, MAS0489-MAS0499,MAS1081, MAS1082)

Classroom 1235 - 14 photos, See Exhibit 29D (DSC0259,MAS0316-MAS0328)

Classroom 1236 - 16 photos, See Exhibit 30D (DSC0259,MAS0284-MAS0298)

The photographic evidence of classroom doors on the third floor ofthe 1200 building available in

lieu of a juryview consists ofthe following:

Classroom 1241 - 2 photos, See Exhibit 33D (DSC0399,GEC4658)

Classroom 1249 - 5 photos, See Exhibit 34D (DSC0408, GEC4628, GEC4629, GEC4732,

GEC4733)

Classroom 1250 - 3 photos, See Exhibit 35D (DSC0424, GEC4740, GEC5406)

Classroom 1253 - 5 photos, See Exhibit 36D (DSC0477,GEC4770-GEC4772,GEC5380)

Classroom 1254 - 5 photos, See Exhibit 37D (AMO0456, AMO0475, GEC4780, GEC5364,

GEC5365)

Classroom 1257 - 11 photos, See Exhibit 38D (AMO0355-AMO0357,AMO0448, AMO0455,
GEC4812-GEC4815,GEC5341,GEC5342)

Classroom 1251 - 5 photos, See Exhibit 46D (DSC0461, GEC4615, GEC4750, GEC4751,
GEC5396)
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Classroom 1252 - 3 photos, See Exhibit 47D (DSC0045,GEC4761,GEC5387)

Classroom 1255 - 7 photos, See Exhibit 48D (DSC0079, GEC4794-GEC4797, GEC5355,
GEC5356)

Classroom 1256 - 4 photos, See Exhibit 49D (AMO0450, AMO0454, GEC4807,GEC5349)

vi. "The images of the Defendantjump to differentlocations because of the limits

ofthe video system." (SF-91 at p. 5).

The State also argues the jury needs to view the scene because "the images of the

Defendantjumpto differentlocations because ofthe limitsofthe video system."This argument

regarding the limits of the school video system are over exaggerated. The cameras are

constantlyrecording and are based on motion. The only 'limits' are that there is no recording

when there is no movement.?
93

Eachfloor containsthree cameras: West,Central, and East, plus

inside the stairwells. Upon any camera detectingmovement, the system automatically backs

up five seconds and starts to record.
94

Ifthere are 'jumps' in the recording, it is because there

is no movement.

vii. Ajuryviewing the scene will also be able to view the placementof the cameras
and the blind spots." (SF-91 at 4).

Viewing the cameras will not, by itself, demonstrate blind spots. Only by watching the

video of the event, and seeing the defendant disappear from their view, will the jury be able to

ascertain these blind spots. Furthermore,Detective Plaskatook a series of617 photographs ofthe

schoolgrounds,the 1200 building, Walmart, Subway, and McDonalds.Ofthose617 photographs,

approximately 123 photographs show the location of surveillance cameras at the school, the

Walmart, the Subway, and the McDonalds.
95

The State has additional floor plans for the 1200

93 Exhibit 70, Depositionof EdwardKessler at p. 17.
94 Id. at p. 13.
95 Exhibit 66, Composite of 123 photographs of surveillancecameraplacements
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building which indicate the exact placement ofthe cameras withinthe 1200 building.
96

It should

also be noted that no one is permitted to speak to the jurors during the view ofthe scene, so the

State will not be able to point out cameralocations or blind spotsto the jurors while they are in the

1200 building.

viii. The jury will be able to appreciate and understand the relative distances

between the classrooms" (SF-91, pg. 5).

The State has highly technical, to-scale diagrams of the scene. Florida HighwayPatrol

documentedthe 1200 building usingthe Leica TS 12 RoboticTotal Station. This was the first time

that FHP used the Leica Robotic Station to conductthe forensic mapping of a non-traffic related

homicide or crime scene. The Leica robotic total station is used to measure, calculate, and capture

data. It creates a two or three dimensional diagram (3D imaging is viewedthrough their software

"CrashZone") ofthe entire scene. Utilizing the Leica technology, the Florida Highway Patrol was

able to map out to scale a diagram ofthe 1200 building, in additionto creating video segments of

the 1200 building.t
97

The defense obtained from the Broward County School Board, copies of

original architecturalbuilding plans ofthe 30 classrooms and 6 laboratorieswhich ultimatelyused

in the constructionofthe 1200 building.
98
These blueprints are drawn to scale withdetailed legends

and measurements. These measurementsinclude the relative distancesbetween the classrooms,

which can be shown to the jury so that they can appreciateand understandthese distances.

Thoseplans have detailedmeasurements ofthe entire area that the defendantcovered inside

the 1200 building. Additionally, the affidavit of Mr. Furdon contains measurements of the

distancesofthe hallways and stairwellson each ofthe three floors. This affidavit and exhibit can

96 Exhibit 32, Architecturalmaps ofthe 1200 building with surveillancecamera locations
97 Exhibit 67, Leica 2D diagram and Leica 3D video ofthe 1200 Building
98 Exhibit 63,4 pages ofarchitectural plans for the 1200 Building
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also be shown to the jury so they can appreciate and understand the distance covered by the

defendantin the 1200 building.

ix. There is no surveillance video which is able to detect the Defendant's actions

while he enters or remains in the teacher'slounge. (SF-91 at p. 4).

The State next claims that a jury view is needed because there is no video surveillance in

the third floor teacher's lounge. Detective Crespo is able to provide photographic evidence ofthe

99

appearance ofthe third floor teacher's lounge after the shooting".

The State further argues the third floor teacher'slounge "exterior windows overlook areas

where students and staff were evacuating the school as the fire alarm was activated. Ballistic

damage was found on windows in the teacher's lounge area establishing that the Defendant was

firing atpossibletargetsboth to the southand west ofthe 1200 building."(SF-91, pg. 3). Detective

Crespo took amplephotographs ofthese exteriorwindows and its views. 1UU The State also has the
100

highlyadvanced LizardQ photos ofthe third floor teacher'slounge.
101

xi. The campus of Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School (SF-91 at pp. 1,

5).

There are at least 710 exteriorphotos of the 1200 building and surrounding areas taken by

102
BSO Crime Scene Detectives. 1UZ BSO Detectives also utilizedthe LizardQ camera to document a

103
series of five photos ofthe exterior as well.

The State has sufficientphotographic evidence ofthe campus and surrounding areas,

104

including school surveillance cameras,maps and aerial photos.1
U4 Demonstrativeaids such as

GoogleMaps are often used to in trials to assistthejury. Broward Sheriff' s Office used drone

99 Exhibit 39D, compositeexhibitof 57 photographs of 1240
100 Exhibit39D, (GEC4920 - GEC4954)
101 Exhibit39D, (1240BSO LizardQ)
102 Exhibit68, compositeexhibitof71O photos ofthe exterior ofthe 12OO building.
103 Excluded: All 5 LizardQ exteriorphotos showdeceasedvictims, and are thereforeomitted.
104 Exhibit71, compositeof 8 aerialphotos.
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technologyto capture aerial images. The State is in possessionofdrone footage ofthe campus

105
and surrounding areas.

Xii. The jury will be able to see the Defendant's escape and the relatively
limited distanceto his place of arrest." (SF-91, pg. 5).

There is more than adequate evidence in the State's possession to allow the jury to see

Defendant's path oftravel from the school to the arrest location.1U0 The State has drone footage
106

of the campus and surrounding areas, including the assumed path the defendant took from the

school to the location of his arrest. The State's drone footage includes 146 photographs and 47

videos.1U' Thejurydoes notneedto be driven from the high school campusto the arrest location
107

to understand that Mr. Cruz was arrested 2.1 miles from the MSD campus.

As demonstrated in the preceding section,the drone footage and stills,surveillance footage

and stills, forensic mapping, architectural plans, building maps, and photographic evidence is

voluminous and comprehensive. This crime was investigated, processed and documented in an

unprecedented manner. This documentation,done at or near the time ofthe crime, will provide the

jury with a crystal clear understandingthe evidence in this case.

C. THE DEFENDANTWILLBE PREJUDICEDBY A JURYVIEW OF THE SCENE.

The preceding two sections of this proffer addressed the State's evidence supporting the

denial ofthe State'sMotion for View by Jury based on a substantialchange in the condition ofthe

scene since the incident,and the adequacy ofthe State'sevidencewithout a jury view. This section

will discuss the prejudice to Mr. Cruz ifthe jury were to view the scene in its current condition.

Viewing the scene in its current condition will cause additional,unnecessaryvicarioustrauma to

105 Exhibit58, drone footage.
106 Defendantmaintainsthe jury does notneedto view the locationsvisited by the Defendantafter the offense, or his

place ofarrest. This evidence is not probativeofany material fact at issue in the case. The momentthat the

Defendantexited the 1200 building, the crimes for which he is charged were completed.
107 See State's Amended DiscoveryS-50
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the jurors. Based on the emotions likely to be experienced by the jurors, research demonstrates

thatthey will lose their ability to fully processthe evidence they subsequentlyreceive, processthe

State's evidence more than Mr. Cruz's mitigation evidence, and lower their burden of proof for

ruling againstMr. Cruz. Accordingly,thejury view is improperinsofar as it will violate Mr. Cruz's

due processrights.

i. A view of the crime scene in its current condition is likely to cause

additionalunnecessao'traumato the jurors in this case.

In its order granting the State's Motion for View by Jury, this Court previouslyindicated

that it need not consider trauma to the jurors in requiring them to visit a highly emotional,

distressingand disgustingcrime scene. The Court's order states that "the statute [does not] require

the weighing of the potential trauma to jurors or a mechanism requiring protecting juror

anonymity,"1
,108

and that it only need consider whether a jury view is "proper." Respectfully,ifthe

jurors are so traumatizedby their view of the scene that their emotionsaffecthow they reviewthe

evidence and deliberate in ways that are prejudicial to the defendant, thejury view is not proper.

Thus, the first section of this portion of the proffer will contain a discussion ofjuror trauma in

cases containing graphic and emotionallycharged evidence, and the second section will discuss

how this trauma and emotion is likelyto affectthe jury's decision-making processes.

Dr. Yenys Castillo, a licensed psychologist, was retained by the defense to provide

testimony regarding the trauma jurors will most likely experience if required to view the crime

108
Court's Dec. 17, 2020 Order Granting State's Motion for View by Jury at p. 3. This completedisregard for the

trauma a view ofthe scene in its current conditionwill cause the jurors puts this Courtin a clear minorityofjudicial
officers. National Center for the State Courts, Throughthe Eyes of the Juror: A Manual for AddressingJuror Stress.

Available at Juries JurorStressIndex Pub.pdf (2002). At App. B

(noting that 97% ofjudges answered "yes" to the question"Do you believe courts have a responsibility to prevent,
address, or minimize juror stress"). See also Monica K. Miller and Brian H. Bornstein, Juror Stress. Causes and

Interventions,30 T. MARSHALLL. REV.237,242(2004) (citationomitted) (A survey oftrialcourtjudgesdemonstrated
that almost all judges feel they have a duty to reduce the amount of stress a juror experiences).
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109
scene in its current condition. Dr. Castillo is an expert on trauma and forensic psychology.

1Uy On

November27, 2019, Dr. Castillo, along with other membersofthe defenseteam, visitedthe 1200

building. Dr. Castillo also reviewed a significantnumber of photographs and videos documenting

the scene prior to and after its processing by law enforcement.11U In her attached affidavit, Dr.
110

Castillo notes that the situationofjurors in trials resembles that of police

officers, hostage negotiators, and some emergency and disaster workers in that they "are not

themselves the victims of crime or disaster, yet they are placed in a positionwhere they are forced

to observe and confront another person's pain, suffering, or death."
111

This encounter and the

imagining ofhow others lived and died can leadto a painful empathy,negatively impactingjurors'

mental and physical health. Based on her expertise, research and view of the crime scene, Dr.

Castillo would have testified that, "It is my opinion that visiting the Marjory Stoneman Douglas

SeniorHigh crime scene as it stands today could bring about additional stress to jurors and result

in symptomsof depression,anxiety, and posttraumatic stress."
112

Dr. Castillowould also testify that requiringthe jurors in this case to view the crime scene

in person is akin to inviting them to place themselves in the position of the victims during the

crime and imagine the victim's suffering. This is a not so subtle form of a golden rule violation,

prohibitedin Florida. In her affidavit, Dr. Castillowrites:

The Marjorie (sic) Stoneman Douglas Senior High crime scene, with its smells,
noises, and visions,is too vivid. Hence,walkingon these groundscouldbringjurors
emotionally closer to the experience of vicariouslywitnessing a highly traumatic
event. Jurors would have to walk carefully not to step on blood and other body
fluids. They would encounterunfinished drinks and food, see thrown, pierced, and

tainted belongings of victims, and view displays of pictures of children, teachers,
and their families. They would also hear the rustling of broken glass under their

109 Exhibit69, at pp.7-8.
110 Id. at p. 1.
111 Id. dting-Bienen,L, HelpingJurors Out: Post-Verdict Debriefingfor Jurors in Emotionally DisturbingTrials,
INDIANALAWJOURNAL,Vol. 68, Iss. 4, Article 13.
112

Id.
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feet and the school bell ringing at specific intervals. Furthermore, jurors would

experiencea sense ofmovementcreatedby the bloody trail of draggedbodies and
traces ofEMT equ*ment. Being immersed in this multisensorialexperiencecould
make thememotionallycloser to the aftermath of a violent crime and increasetheir

risk for psychological distress.

Almost every classroom and hallway within the 1200 building contains prejudicial,

inflammatoryand emotional objects,but these objects are wholly irrelevantto prove any material

fact at issue in this case. This includes, but is not limited to, the following:

1210: a Holocaustposter, bear balloon, blood on the floor, law enforcementwriting on the

wall.1113

1211: a stuffed animal, Lord ofthe Flies cover, rose on floor and law enforcementwriting

on the wall.
114

1212: The Catcher and the Rye books, MSD EmergencyPlan on floor, stuffed animals,

Lord of the Flies book, eyeglasses adjacent to open book, Down a Dark Hall book with

skeletal hands/wrists on cover, MSD 2017 football poster, college preparation flyer,

115
lacrosse stick and law enforcement writing on the wall.

1213: Blood and ear bud case, single shoe and ear bud, first aid hemostatic dressing

package, blood stain on floor, combat gauze package, stained water bottle, cloth pouch,

photos of students, photos of students-teachers, photos of children, deflated I Love You

balloonon floor, Nike sandals and rose on floor, gift bag and contents on floor, photos of

116
students, small childrenand teachers.

1214: a ConcentrationCamp poster, blood stained floor, war photos, projectileholes in

wall, Concentration Camp photo, war related news articles, Kristallnacht poster, Jude

113 See Exhibit 4E.
114 See Exhibit 5E
115 See Exhibit 13E
116 See Exhibit 14E
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banner, pair of shoes, class assignment on the whiteboard, German letters/words on the

wall, poster referencing Jude, student authored paper, Holocaust poster, ceiling tile with

evidence markers, "You are not alone" poster, Oliver Wendall Holmes poster,

117

encouragement poster and studentphoto on filing cabinet.

1215: dead long stem rose and ear buds, stuffed animal and broken glass, dead flowers and

Valentine cards, dead flowers, dead flower petals and Valentine cards, evidence marker

and floor imperfection,evidence markerand projectilehole, broken glass, projectileholes

in wall and evidence markers, law enforcement writing on the wall, stuffed animals,

trajectory line, dead flowers, ear buds and Valentine cards, writing assignment on

118
whiteboard,plastic cup containing liquid,photos on familytree and Calendar in Spanish.?

1216: RIP projects on cabinet door, student letter indicating how lucky they are to go to

school, student paper indicating Malala shot in head, broken glass and law enforcement

writing on the walls, R-IP student assignments, single shoe, blood stains on floor and wall,

heart shaped box, and "Night" by Elie Wiesel.119

1217: Poster with victim Scott Beigel's name, Twin Towers poster and Holocaust

picture.
120

1218: Broken glass, RIP projects on cabinet door, Valentine Day note, law enforcement

writing on the wall, piece ofpaper with "dear"on it/start ofa Valentine's Day letter, paper

with split/broken hearts on it, documentwith Romeo and Juliet, stuffed animal on the floor,

117 See Exhibit 6E
118 See Exhibit 7E
119 See Exhibit 15E
120 See Exhibit 16E
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heart shaped balloons attached to the whiteboard, paper with heart, skull, broken heart

121

picture, pencilsand Valentine's Daypapers on desks.

1229: Football poster showing Coach Feis, broken glass college memorabilia on the wall

122
and law enforcementwritings on the wall.

1230: Law enforcementwriting on the wall, photos of students, stuffed animal, candybox

123
and collegiate flags.

1231: Photos of students, law enforcementwriting on the wall and "stranger danger'
.,

poster.
124

125
1232: Candy box and law enforcementwritings on the wall.

1233: "Don'tmakeexcuses"poster,broken glass, dead plants and law enforcement writing

on the wall.
126

1234: Broken glass, damaged school book via projectile, evidence markers and law

127
enforcementnotes on samebook and law enforcementwriting on the wall:

1235: Stuffed animals, law enforcement writing on the wall, gift bags, candy, broken glass

128
and footballposter with students and Coach Feis.

1236: "Dream as ifyou will live forever" on top ofbookshelf, MSD Football poster, law

129
enforcementwriting on the wall, broken glass and snow skier poster.

121
See Exhibit 8E

122 See Exhibit 20E
123 See Exhibit 21E
124 See Exhibit 27E
125 See Exhibit 28E
126 See Exhibit 22E
127 See Exhibit 23E
128 See Exhibit 29E
129 See Exhibit 30E
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1237: Valentine Day gift bag on desk, "Shoot for the Moon" poster on the wall, stuffed

animals, photos of students, photo of MSD Senior class, student album, law enforcement

130

writing on the wall and trophies.

1241: Broken glass, fallen papers/posters, law enforcementwriting on the wall and MSD

131
footballposter with Coach Feis.

1249: Candy box, football, student letter and toy bus, blood stain on the floor and law

132
enforcementwriting on the wall.

1250: "Hope and Love" drawing on spiral notebook,MSD footballposterwith players and

Coach Feis pictured, law enforcement writing on the walls and law enforcement

measurementsindicated, broken glass in door, deflated ValentineDayballoonon the floor,

133
and stuffed animal on the floor. ?

1252: "Stop Violence" poster, anti-bullying poster,MSD football poster with players and

Coach Feis pictured, and broken glass in door, law enforcementwriting on the wall and

134

collegiateposter.
1

135
1253: Law enforcement writing on the wall, broken glass and bloody book cover.

1254: Valentine's day gift bags, law enforcementwriting on the floor,stuffed animals, law

enforcementwriting on the wall, MSD football poster with players and Coach Feis, heart

136

candy dish and Valentinesand hearts on the floor .

u

130 See Exhibit 24E
131 See Exhibit 33E
132 See Exhibit 34E
133 See Exhibit 35E
134 See Exhibit 47E
135 See Exhibit 36E
136 See Exhibit 37E
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1255: Projectilehole and evidence marker, Valentine's Day gift bags, deflated Valentine's

Day balloon law enforcementwriting on the wall, broken glass, hearts on paper, stuffed

137
animal, candyand MSD football poster with players and Coach Feis.1

1256: MSD football poster with players and Victim Coach Feis, blood stain on floor,

138
deflated Valentine's Day balloon on floor, and law enforcementwriting on the wall.1

1257: MSD football poster with players and Victim Coach Feis pictured, roses on desk,

139

gift bag, broken glass, law enforcement writing on the wall.

First Floor Hallway: Defects, evidence markers, broken glass, blood on the floor,

quadrant marker in orange spray done by law enforcement, stuffed animal, gift bag,

blanket, Valentine's Day card, murals on the hallway, class ring poster, candy boxes,

teacher identificationcard, SAT/ACT prep flyer, evidence measurement stickers, victim

140
A.M.B. body flesh, medical equipment, bloody drag marks and strike marks.

Second Floor Hallway: Evidence markings, desk in disarray,broken glass, murals on the

wall, quadrantmarkerin orange spraydone by law enforcement,studentphotos and student

shoe.
141

Third Floor Hallway: Quadrant marker in orange spray paint done by law enforcement,

blood on the floor, dead rose petals, homemade Valentine's Day Card and blood on floor,

victimA.B. blood on floor and bloody drag marks, evidence markers, bloody hand print,

dried pools ofblood, earbuds in broken glass, law enforcement writing on the wall, strike

marks, hair in blood, victimJ.O. blood on the floor and bloody drag marks, South wall grid

137 See Exhibit 48E
138 See Exhibit 49E
139 See Exhibit 38E
140 See ExhibitVlE*ote: orange quadrantmarkingsareplacedthroughout the hallway in 20ft. intervals)
141

See Exhibk31E*ote: orange quadrantmarkingsareplacedthroughout the hallway in 20ft. intervals)
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lines done by law enforcement,defects, evidencemeasurementstickers, victimP.W. blood

on the floor, blood spatter grid work done by law enforcement,West wall grid lines done

142

by law enforcementand strike marks on glass.

West Stairwell: Bloody drag marks on landing, gauze left by medicalpersonnel,medical

143

gloves, chest seal, blood on the floor and medical paraphernalia.
u

It is indisputablethat gruesome and disturbing images negatively impact the physical and

mental health of jurors. There is an abundance of research on the topic of vicarious trauma

experiencedby jurors,judges and lawyers dealing with particularlygruesome evidence. What is

importantfor this Courtto consider, however, is whetherthe effects ofthis trauma enduredby the

jurors in this case will translate into prejudice to Mr. Cruz. Exposing the jury to unnecessary

trauma, as the State is seeking to do in this case, is yet another reason why the jury view is not

"proper" in this case.

ii. The trauma experienced by the jurors in viewing the crime scene is likely
to affect the jurors' deliberationprocess in ways prejudicial to Mr. Cruz.

In order to understand how a view of the crime scene in its current condition might affect

the jurors in their decision-making processes, the defense hired Dr. Jessica Salerno, a social

psychologistwho conducts scientificexperimentsstudyingthe impact ofemotion onjuror decision

144

making.
"'" Dr. Salemo has extensivelyresearchedand published in the area ofjuror psychology

and decision-making. According to Dr. Salerno, even the most diligentjurors putting great effort

into evaluating the evidence carefully can have their decision-making process unconsciously

tainted or biasedby the "moral emotions" they feel in reactionto trial evidence."
145

Dr. Salerno

142 See Exhibk50E (Note: orange quadrantmarkingsareplacedthroughout the hallway in 20ft. intervals)
143 See Exhibit 18E
144 Exhibit72, CV and AffidavitofDr. JessicaSalerno.
145 Id. atp. 1.
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goes on to explain that "feeling more (versus less) intense moral emotional reactionsto reviewing

evidence ofharm can unconsciously motivate people to look for ways to validate and justifythe

harsherjudgments and sentencing they desire to satisfy their emotional response."l
146

This occurs

in the following five ways:

(1) Heightening juror's moral emotionscan make themprocesscase evidence less deeply.
Some moral emotions are associated with greater confidence in one's own opinion,
thus leading to a more shallow processing of the evidence and more reliance on

cognitive shortcuts.

(2) Heightening juror's moral emotions can skew how they process evidence to pay
attention to and rely on prosecutionevidence more and defense evidence less. People
who are experiencingheightened anger or moral outrage are more likely to ignore
exculpatorycircumstance and mitigating factors for punishment and to place greater

importance on aggravating evidence, which makesthemmore likely to vote for a death

sentence.

(3) Heightening juror's moral emotions can make them perceive more intentionalityin the
same action, thus motivating them to perceive actions as more intentional they
otherwise would have, ifexperienceless intense emotions.

(4) Heightening juror's moral emotions can lower their burden ofprooffor ruling against
the defendantand impose a harsher punishment then they otherwise would have.

(5) Heighteningjuror's moral emotionscan leadjurors to perceive the same action as more

147

morally wrong, which leads to greater moral condemnation.

Looking at the particular circumstancesof this case, Dr. Salerno opines that viewing the

crime scene in its current condition could heighten the jurors' anger and disgust beyond merely

seeing gruesomephotographs and videos where they are physically distanced from the blood and

gore. Moreover, this more "immersive"experienceis likelyto increasethe jurors empathy for the

victims, a fact the State is obviously counting on. Dr. Salerno defines empathy as "the degree to

which we take the other person's perspective, think what they think and feel what they feel-in

146 ld.
147 Salerno affidavit at pp. 2-3.
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other words, how muchwe 'put ourselves in their shoes."' Dr. Salerno's experience,research and

review ofthis case led her to conclude that

Overall, a visit to the crime scene is likely to lead to much more intense emotions

for the jurors-including anger, disgust, and emotional empathy-that could (a)
prejudice the way they review the evidence and deliberate against the defendant,
and (b) influence their sentencing decisions on improper bases (i.e., emotional

empathy for the victims). This is likely to be the case even relative to just seeing
the photographs and videos ofthe victims and crime scene.

Id. at p. 10.

Through the State's evidence, as well as photographs provided by the defense taken by

RDJ, the defense has illustrated all of the prejudicial items containedwithin the 1200 building.

Additionally,the defensehas prepared and is attaching as an exhibit, a "JuryWalkthroughVideo,'
.,

which shows travel throughthe entire 1200 building, as well as 3600 videos ofthe interiors of each

classroom, so the Court can be fully advised of the prejudicial impact that the crime scene view

148
will have in its totality.

As the above indicates,the statute does in fact requirethe weighing ofthe potentialtrauma

tojurors, because that trauma translates into unfair prejudice to Mr. Cruz. The prejudice stems

from the jurors' inability to sufficientlyreceive and process all the evidence presented by both

sides because they are overcome by feelings of anger, disgust and empathy which is a natural

consequenceofviewing the crime scene in its current condition. The State is well aware of these

factors: they are counting on them to ultimately ensure votes for death.

D. ARGUMENTIN OPPOSITIONTO MOTIONFOR VIEW BY JURY

Florida case law, as well as other jurisdictions,indicate that there are a varietyofrelevant

factorsthatjudges should considerwhen ruling on a motionfor a jury view. Those factorsinclude:

(1) whether there has been a substantialchange in the condition ofthe site since the relevanttime;

148 Exhibit78, Jury Walkthrough Video.
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(2) the adequacy ofthe evidence without a juryview; (3) the possibilityofunfairnessto one ofthe

parties.
149

In this Court's initial Order, it narrowly defined "proper" as "relevant, beneficial,and

helpfulto explain the evidence more clearly." The Court did not consider whether there has been

a change in the condition of the scene, whether the State has adequate evidence without a jury

view and the possibility of unfairness to Mr. Cruz if the jury is taken to the crime scene in its

current condition. These are all considerations for the Court, required by the statute and cases

interpreting it. All ofthese factors are relevantto the determination ofwhether a jury view of the

scene is "proper." In other words, if there has been a substantial change in the condition of the

site since the relevanttime, a juryview is not proper. Likewise, ifthe evidence is adequatewithout

ajury view, then the view is not proper. Finally, if a party will be prejudiced by the jury view, the

view is not proper.

i. WHERE THERE HAS BEEN A SUBSTANTIAL CHANGE IN THE

CONDITIONOF THE SITE SINCE THE RELEVANT TIME, A JURY VIEW

OF THE SCENE IS NOT PROPER.

A trial court abuses its discretion in allowing a jury view in cases where the scene is not in

the same condition as it was during the time ofthe crime. SeeDixon v. State, 196 So. 604, 605-

06 (Fla. 1940). As Section IIA above demonstrates, there have been numerous changes in the

appearance of the 1200 building from the date of the incidentto the present time. In fact, Dbcon

seemsto indicate that the burden is on the movingpartyto establishthatthe scene is in substantially

the same condition as it was during the time ofthe incident. 196 So. 2d at 605-06 (trial court did

not abuse its discretion in denyingmotionforjury view where "it was not shown that the premises

where the crime was alleged to have been committed were in the same condition when the trial

149 In his motion in opposition to the juryview ofthe crime scene, Mr. Cruz listed six factors the trial court should

considerin ruling on such a motion. (See D-134). For purposes ofthis proffer, some ofthese factors have been

combined.
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was had as they had been when the difficultytook place."). In utilizing its discretion in ruling on

the State'smotion, this Court did not address the condition ofthe premises. This will be error.

In order to properly exerciseits discretion in ruling on the State'sMotion forView by Jury,

this Court should have required the State to demonstrate that the 1200 building is in substantially

the same condition as it was during or immediatelyafter the shooting.Not only did this Court fail

to require the State to make such a showing, the Court has not viewed the premises in person or

through photographs or videos. The State's assertion alone is not evidence ofthe condition ofthe

scene, nor is it sufficientto satisfy this requirement for seeking a jury view of the crime scene.

Ironically, in SF-105, State's Reply to Defendant's Response in Opposition to the Jury View, the

State claims that any allegationthat the 1200 building is not in the same condition as it was at the

time of the crime is "baseless," and "without factual or legal merit." (SF-105 at p. 5). As the

defensehas illustrated in the pages above, it is the State's contention that the crime scene is in the

150
same condition that is baseless and without factual or legal merit.

1

In fact, it would actually be impossiblefor the State to duplicatethe crime scene such that

ajuryview would serve a useful purpose. When the defendantentered the crime scene, there were

no broken windows and there was no writing on the walls or floors. There were students and

teachers in the classrooms. There was no blood or bodilyfluids on the floors, walls and furniture.

There was no debris in the hallways. The windows were not covered with brown paper and there

was no fence surrounding the building. Although jury views of crime scenes are rare and rarely

150 The State additionally claims that "under this preposterous standard, no crime scene could ever possibly be

preserved to allow a jury view." SF-105 at p. 5. The defense has found no case in the history of United States

jurisprudencein whichthe prosecutionhas attemptedto bring ajuryto a "preserved"or evenpartiallypreservedcrime
scene. Crime scene views are extremely rare and are usually requestedto illustrate a specific issue in a case, such as

whethera witness could have seen whathe or she claims or whetherthe crime could have occurred in the manner in

which the prosecutionclaims. For example in the O.J. Simpson murder trial, the prosecutionwanted the jury to see

the small area in which the murders took place to rebut a claim by the defense that the crimes could not have been

committed byjust one person.
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requested, the Florida cases addressing this issue seem to emphasize that courts properly deny

motions for jury views of the crime scene where the scene cannot be duplicated. See Thomas v.

State, 748 So. 2d 970, 973 (Fla. 1999) (no abuse ofdiscretion denyingmotion forjuryview where

lighting conditions could not be duplicated, the parking lot where the murder occurred was full,

and it was unknownwhat lights were on aroundthe lot).

These changes to the crime scene are importantbecause they bear on the validity of the

State'spurportedreasonsfor seekingthisview. These reasonsfall into two categories:(1) attempts

to substitute a jury view for evidence it does not have, and (2) a desire to have the jury view the

scene from the defendant's perspective. The first categoryof reasons clearly do notjustify a view

ofthe scene, but will be discussed below. The substantial changesto the scene are relevantto the

second category ofreasonsbecausethey demonstrate thatthe jury will be unable to view the scene

from the defendant's perspectivebecause theywill not see the samethingshe saw when he entered

the building and shot into the classrooms and hallways. It servesno useful purpose, relevantto the

evidence to be presented, to have the jury see the view the defendant had while firing into

classrooms, becausethe defendantsaw studentsand teachers and books and backpacks. For some

ofthe rooms, he would not have been able to see anything at all, because the door windows were

covered with paper. Iftaken to the scene, the jury will only see broken windows, no people and

rearrangeddesks. Similarly, the State claims that the jury needs to see the hallways which are

obscured in the video by dust dropping from the ceiling. It serves no useful purpose, with respect

to understandingthe evidence, for the jury to see a clear hallwaywhen the hallway at the time of

the crime, the hallwayas it appeared to the defendantand anyone else present in the building, was

filled with dust.
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Additionally,the changesthat have been made to the crime scene since February 14, 2018,

are so dramatic that they will distract the jurors such that their view of the scene does not assist

them in understandingthe evidence. All parties are prohibitedby law from speaking to any ofthe

jurors during the crime scene view. Nor are the parties permitted to explain or point out what the

jurors should look at. What they will actually be looking at is broken glass on the floor - some of

whichwas brokenby law enforcement,not the defendant- by the classroom doors, markings from

various law enforcement officersall over the doors, markings all on walls and floors ofthe hallway

from crime scene detectives,debris, blood and bodily fluids left on the floors and walls for nearly

four years and the remnants of traditional Valentine's Day gift giving. None ofthese things will

assistthejury in understandingan analyzingthe evidence.

ii. THE STATE HAS MORE THAN ADEQUATE EVIDENCE TO PRESENT IN

THIS CASE; THEREFOREA JURYVIEW IS NOT PROPER.

The State has ample evidence and testimony it can provide to the jury in lieu of an actual

crime scene visit. There are thousands of photographs and numerous videos ofthe 1200 building

in the State'spossessionthat it can present to the jury during the trial. Ironically, when the State

wishesto rebukethe defenseteam for the time it is taking to prepare Mr. Cruz's defense,it asserts

that this case is not complicated. The basis for the State's assertion is the fact that the crime is on

video, there are numerous photographs and there is a confession. Likewise, when the defense

requested permission to enter and video record the scene, the State objected, arguing that it was

not necessaryfor the defense to record the scene because it has "bodyworn camera [videos], BSO

crime scene video, surveillanceof the school, FHP LEICA station video, LizardQ video, which is a

3600 view, and hundreds ofcrimescene photos all ofwhich havebeenprovidedin discovery." (SF120

at p. 1).
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If the evidence is not complicated, as the State of Florida has repeatedly represented,and

there is plenty ofit, then the necessityof a jury view ofthe scene is dubious. This Courthas yet to

require the State to explainhow or why ajuryview ofthe scene will assistthejuryin understanding

its plethora ofuncomplicated evidence. See, e.g, Crawford v. State, 70 So. 374,376 (Fla. 1915)

("There is nothing in the record to show that a refusal to grant the motion was in anywise injurious

to [the defendant],nor that a view ofthe premises was essentialto a better understandingby the

jury of the evidence submitted."); Kilgore v. State, 55 So. 3d 4%7 (Fla. 2010) (Capital murder

defendant's appellate counsel did not provide ineffective assistance by failing to challenge denial

of motion to allow jury to view crime scene on basis that photos were sufficientand admission

over objection of floor-plan diagram without proper predicate; defendant failed to provide any

explanation as to why jury walkthrough was essential or why photographs were insufficient);

Posey v. Middlebrooks, 3:15cv452-MCR/CAS,2017 WL 9478495, *20-21 (N.D. Fla. August 31,

2017) (defendant failedto showhow any special circumstancesof this case necessitateda trip by

the jurors to the crime scene); Luttrell, 9 So. 2d at 93 (although jury view may have been useful,

the jurywas fully able to determine the location ofwitnesses through the informationprovided it

in court); Thomas, 748 So. 2d at 973 (motion to view crime scene denied where defense was

allowed to introduce witnesses and photos); Bundy, 471 So. 2d at 20 (counsel was able to cross-

examine witnesswhose testimony he wanted to challenge withjury viewing), Luttrell v. State, 9

So. 2d 93, 93-94 (Fla. 1942) (no abuse of discretion despite agreeing with appellant's argument

that "the jury would be aided in its deliberation by obtaining an eye picture of the scene of the

crime and from a retainedmental picture,when reviewing the testimonyofthe witnesses appearing

in the case, the jury could place the witnesses at identifiedpoints around the scene ofthe crime,
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and with this additional informationthe jury would have and possess a thorough, accurate and

comprehensiveknowledge ofthe several matters submitted").

Many ofthe reasons cited by the State for seeking this jury view are simply efforts to fill

in gaps in the evidence. It cannot be emphasized enough that a jury view of the scene is not

evidence. Thus, granting the State'smotion for a jury view ofthe scene simply to enablethe State

to fill in gaps in its evidence is clearly an abuse of discretion. Perhaps these reasons would be

justified if the State had been required to explain how a jury view of the scene will explain the

evidence it does have, but it has not been so required and has not done so. Each of the reasons

cited by the State will be addressed separately.

a. No video shows the path from the Uber drop off to the east entrance of the 1200

building (SF-91 at p. 2, 4).

The State fails to explain how it would help the jury to understand the uncomplicated

testimony that the defendant exited an Uber on HolmbergRoad and walked 286 feet to the east

entrance ofthe school building. As mentioned above in Section IIB of this proffer, the State has

photos, drone footage and maps of this path. If the State's desire is to have the jury see and

appreciatehow far the defendant walked to get into the 1200 building, it can show the jury its

evidence and describe this path as being almost the length of a football field, excluding each end

zone, which is 300 feet. The jurors do not need to see the crime scene to understand that part of

the evidence.

b. The view of the first floor is obscuredby dust dropping from the ceiling. (SF91
at p. 4).

The evidence is that as the defendant was firing his weapon, dust from the ceiling was

dropping into the air. The State explains in is Motion for View by Jury that "[tlhis dustwas caused

by the ceiling tiles being moved as a result ofthe concussive sounds ofthe repeated gunfire from
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the defendant's rifle." SF-91 at p. 5. Seeing a clear hallway in person does not explain that

evidence. Nor is it necessaryto see the actual hallwayto understandthat the defendantwalkedup

and down the hallways, east to west on the first floor, then west to east on the second floor, then

east to west again on the third floor, firing his weapon as he did so. There is nothing complicated

about that evidence and the dust seen on the video in no way detracts from the State's case.

c. There is no school surveillance video which depicts the interiors of any of the

classrooms. (SF-91 at p. 4).

The State has provided no explanation ofhow physicallybeing inside a classroom will help

the jury understandthe uncomplicatedevidence that projectileswere being fired from the hallway

into the classroom doorwindows, some ofwhich unfortunately struck students and teachers. The

State has photographs of each classroom that sustained gun fire, at every stage of processing. In

fact, the best method of assisting the jurors in understanding the evidence is to show them the

crime scene photos containing trajectory rods and directional laser lighting. Those photos will

explain exactlyhow the projectilesentered the classrooms and wherethey landed. These rods have

since been removed, so enteringthe specific classrooms will not assist the jury in understanding

the evidence compared to viewing the trajectory photographs. It should also be noted, that the

defendantdid not enter a single classroomthroughout the entire incident.

d. Thereis no videothat "effectivelyshow[s] the view the Defendanthad while firing
into the classrooms." (SF-91 at p. 4)

This is an example ofan improperattempt to substitutea juryview for evidence the State

does not have. The State has not provided any explanation regarding evidence it intends to present

that will be better explained by a juryview ofthe scene. There is no way the jurors will be able to

determine the view the defendanthad while firing into the classrooms, notjust because that view

has substantiallychanged, but also because no one can know the view he had or whether he was
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even looking into the classrooms at all. This is not a reason for a jury view to explain and

understandthe evidence, becausethat evidence simply does not exist. The only evidence the State

can present to the jury is the evidencethat the defendantwas firing his weapon into the classrooms

and that the projectileslanded where they landed inside. In other words, there is no evidence in

this case that could be better explainedby having the jury stand in the hallwayand look into the

classrooms.

Alternatively, ifthe Courtbelievesthatthejuryview is necessaryto demonstrate "the view

the defendanthad while firing into the classrooms,"the defensehas prepared a professionalpoint-

of-view based on the MSD Public Safety Commission animated timeline, created by BSO

Homicide Detective Zack Scott, which in turn was based on the school surveillance video

151
contained in the State's discovery.101 This video does provide the "perspective"and "perception"

the defendant had as he travelled through the 1200 building. Using this point-of-view footage

would alleviate the need to traumatize the jurors by bringing them to the crime scene and limitthe

prejudicial impactthat a crime scene visit will have on the defendant's due process rights.

e. "The images of the Defendant jump to different locations because of the limits of

the video system." (SF-91 at p. 5).

This is an example ofan improperattempt to substitutea juryview for evidence the State

does not have. Again, the fact that not every single second ofthis crime is captured on video does

notjustifya view ofthe crime scene. The evidence in the case is that the video only records when

there is sufficient movement; ifthe video jumps, it means there was insufficientmovement, and

what was happening, is unknown. Taking the jurors to the scene will only be inviting them to

speculatewhat was going on when the videojumped, which is essentiallyinvitingthem to engage

in misconduct.See, e.g.,Peoplev. Stanley, 665 N.E. 2d 190 (N.Y. 1996) (Unauthorized, contrived

151 Exhibit77, Point ofViewVideo.
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juror experiment at crime scene aimed at authenticating eyewitness' version of the crime as

testifiedto at trial warranted setting aside murder conviction).

f. A jury viewing the scene will also be able to view the placement of the cameras

and the blind spots." (SF-91 at 4).

This providesno justification for a jury view. First, viewing the cameras will not, by itself,

demonstrate blind spots. Only by watching the video of the event, and seeing the defendant

disappear from their view, will thejury be able to ascertain these blind spots. Additionally,BSO

took photographs ofevery camerain the 1200 building, as well as the Walmartand McDonalds.

g. Thejury will be able to appreciate and understand the relative distances between

the classrooms" (SF-91, pg. 5).

The State fails to explain how it would help the jury to understand the uncomplicated

evidence that the defendant walked the hallways shooting into numerous classrooms, which are

spaced either 9 feet or about 36 feet apart dependingon the placement of the classroom door. As

mentioned above in Section IIB ofthis proffer, the State has architecturalblueprints that show the

distance between every single classroom in the 1200 building, as well as the Leica forensic

mapping. Ifthe State's desire is to have thejury see and appreciatehow far the defendantwalked

between each classroom, it can show the jury its evidence and even demonstrate the particular

distance in the courtroom itself during the trial. The jurors do not need to see the crime scene to

understandthat part ofthe evidence.

h. There is no surveillance videowhich is able to detect the Defendant's actions while

he enters or remains in the teacher's lounge. (SF-91 at p. 4).

Finally, being inside the teacher's lounge is not necessary for the jury to understand the

uncomplicated evidence that shots were fired at the windows inside the third floor teacher's

lounge. The defendant is not charged with any offense pertaining to conduct in the teacher's

lounge. Thus, thejury does not need to "see for themselves the view the Defendant had while he
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entered the third-floorteacher's lounge and attempted to set up a shooter'snest where he could

kill people either fleeing from the school or those approaching the building."(SF-91 at p. 5). As

there were no witnesses inside the teacher's lounge, any testimony from a State witness beyond

projectile holes in the windows will be speculative and irrelevant. Even if the Court finds the

defendant's entrance into the teachers' lounge is relevant, the State has numerous photos and

videos ofthe teachers' lounge. There is nothing so complicated about this room that requires the

jury to see it to understand the evidence.

i. The campus of Marjory StonemanDouglas High School (SF-91 at pp. 1, 5).

The State does not provide any justificationfor the jurors to see the MSD Campus. The

purpose ofa juryview is to assist thejury in analyzingand applyingthe evidencetaken at trial. In

other words, the State has not explained what relevant evidence it intends to present that would

require thejuryto tourtheMSD campus. Moreover,the State has at its disposal:testimony, videos,

photographs and maps, both aerial and ground, ofthe campus.

j. The jury will be able to see the Defendant's escape and the relatively limited

distanceto his place of arrest." (SF-91, pg. 5)

The jury does not need to view the locations visitedby the Defendant after the offense, or

his place of arrest. This evidence is not probative of any material fact at issue in the case. The

moment that the defendant exited the 1200 building, the crimes for which he is charged were

completed. In a conclusoryfashion, the State assertsthat "[i]t is critical and essentialfor the jurors

to view the area of the defendant's escape and capture, including the Walmart Supercenter, the

McDonald's restaurant,andthe actual place ofthe arrest."The State does not explain why, or what

evidence it intends to present that the jurors cannot understand without a jury view. There are

numerous photographs and videos of each location, bodycam videos at the arrest location and

eyewitness testimony regarding the places the defendant visited after the offense. The distances
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between these locations can be provided to the jury through testimony if necessary and the fact

that the Defendant was arrested 2.1 miles from the school will not be difficult for the jury to

understand. Moreover, there is no witness that can testify to the defendant's exact path of travel,

any attempt by the State to duplicatethis path will be speculative.

k. A jury view is also essential to the State in meeting and rebutting any expected
defenses offeredby the Defendant. (SF-91 at p.

The defensehas not filed any noticesindicting its intentto present an affirmativedefense.

The State may "expect" certain defenses,but until those are presented at trial, a request for a jury

view ofthe scene to rebut them is premature. The purpose of rebuttaltestimony or evidence is to

explain, repel, courteract, or disprove the evidence ofthe adverse party. See US v. Hall, 653 F,

2d 1002, 1006 (5th Cir. 1981). The underlying rationale to admission ofrebuttaltestimony is that

when defendant has opened door to line oftestimony by presenting evidence thereon, he cannot

object to prosecution's accepting challenge and attempting to rebut proposition asserted. Id.

Where the defense presents no evidence, there is nothing for the State to rebut. Thus, unless and

until the defendantin this case presents any evidence in his case-in-chief,ajuryview to rebut such

a defense is not ripe. See Nowitzke v, State, 571 So. ld 1346, 1355 (Fla. 1990) (trial court

improperly allowed prosecutionexpert to testify that defendant did not suffer from organic brain

damage when defense experts made no such claim); Donaldson v. State, 369 So.2d 691 (Fla. 1st

DCA 1979) (where facts wereundisputedby defendant, rebuttaltestimonywas improper); Garcia

v. State, 359 So.2d 17 (Fla. 2d DCA) (reversibleerror for prosecutor to present rebuttal testimony

that did not rebut defendant'stestimony).
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iii. A JURY VIEW OF THE SCENE IN ITS CURRENT CONDITION WILL

UNDULY PREJUDICETHE DEFENDANT IS THEREFORENOT PROPER.

This Court is required to consider the effect a view ofthe scene will have on the jurors to

the extent that view hinders their ability to make a "reasoned moral response" to evidence

presented at the sentencing phase. See Peno v. Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302 (1989). In other words, if

a jury view of the scene is likely to cause the jurors to have an intense emotional reaction such

they are unable to fullyprocessthe evidence and make a "reasoned" moral decisionregarding the

appropriatepenalty, then a jury view ofthe scene is most certainlynot "proper." Dr. Castillo and

Dr. Salerno share the opinionthat an in-person view ofthe crime scene is a muchmore immersive

experiencethan viewing photographs and videos, and much more likelyto incite strong emotions

in thejurors. Regardlessofwhether this Court feels compelledto protect the jurors' well-being, it

has an obligation to protect Mr. Cruz's due process rights and a duty to limit the amount of

prejudicial material viewed by the jury to the extent possible. State ex rel. Miami Herald

Publishing Co. v. Mcintosh, 340 So.2d 904,909 (Fla. 1976) (it is the trial court's responsibility

to protect a defendant in a criminal prosecution from inherently prejudicial influences which

threatenfairness of his trial and the abrogation of his constitutional rights). It is the Due Process

Clause that wards off the introduction of 'unduly prejudicial' evidence that would 'rende[r] the

trial fundamentallyunfair. Kansas v. Karr, 577 U.S. 108,123 (2016), quotingPaynev. Tennessee,

501 U.S. 808, 825 (1991).

Any indication that viewing the crime scene increases a juror's likelihood to convict or

sentence Mr. Cruz to death based on emotion instead ofreason should be highly scrutinized under

the due processclauses ofthe United States and Florida Constitutions. The defense acknowledges

that in homicide cases, it is sometimes necessaryto showthe jury evidence of a gruesomenature.

Recognizingthe competing interests in this regard, the Florida SupremeCourthas stated:
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This Court has long followed the rule that photographs are admissibleif they are

relevant and not so shocking in nature as to defeat the value of their relevance.

Where photographs are relevant,"then the trial judge in the first [instance] and this

Court on appeal must determine whether the gruesomeness of the portrayal is so

inflammatoryas to create an undue prejudice in the minds ofthe jury and [distract]
them from a fair and unimpassionedconsiderationof the evidence.

.,

Czubak v. State, 570 So. 2d 925, 928 (Fla. 1990). In making this determination, the trial

court should "scrutinize such evidence carefully for prejudicial effect, particularlywhen less

graphicphotos are available to illustratethe samepoint." Marshallv. State, 604 So. ld799, %04

(Fla. 1992) (emphasis added). Moreover, the Supreme Court has also stated that "the relevancy

standard by no means constitutes a carte blanche for the admission of gruesomephotos." Almeida

v. State, 748 So. 2d 922,929 (Fla. 1999). Clearly, the Supreme Courthas recognizedthat admission

ofrelevant evidence ofa gruesomenature can be problematicbecauseafterviewing such evidence

jurors are often unable to conduct a "fair and unimpassioned considerationofthe evidence." It is

even more egregious error to unnecessarily subjectjurors to gruesome and emotional images - in-

person at the scene- during a jury view, because a juryview is not evidence.

The affidavits ofthese experts,neither ofwhich are attorneys,both suggest that requesting

that the jury in this case view the crime scene is tantamount to inviting them to place themselves

in the shoes ofthe victims or witnesses present in the 1200 building at the time ofthe crime. This

is a not so subtle form of a golden rule argument, prohibited in Florida. The "Golden Rule"

prohibition prevents the State from inviting jurors to: 1) imagine themselves "in the victim's

position"; 2) imaginethe victim's suffering, final pain, terror or defenselessness;3) imaginehow

theywould feel ifthe crime happenedto them; 4) imaginethe victimwas a relative; or 5) imagine

themselves present during the crime. Mosley v. State, 46 So. 3d 510,520-21 (Fla. 2009); Bailey v.

State, 998 So. 2d 545,555 (Fla. 2008); Hutchinson v. State, 882 So. 2d 943,954 (Fla. 2004);
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DeFreitasv. State, 701 So. 2d 593,601 (Fla. 4thDCA 1997); cf. Rhodes v. State, 547 So. 2d 1201,

1205 (Fla. 1989).

Somewitnesses,as well as membersofthe prosecutionteam, have expressedthe sentiment

that viewing photos and videos "is not the same as actually being at the crime scene." In SF120,

the State'sResponse to the Defendant'sRequestfor Access to the Crime Scene, the State concedes

that it has extensive evidence documenting the scene, but in a footnote, argues "The State

maintains its steadfast position this is no substitute for a jury view, and although the

aforementioned evidence is ofevidentiaryvalue it does not provide a sufficient perspective ofthe

scene to assistthe jury in analyzing and applyingthe evidence presentedat trial." In other words,

the State is seeking to bring thejurors to the 1200 building so that thejurors can place themselves,

or imaginetheir children, in that building during the shooting,in order to arousetheir fear, horror,

disgust and anger. This is clearly improper.

Section IIB ofthis proffer outlines a significantamount of evidence the State has to prove

its case. The evidence mentioned above is not even exhaustive; the State has much more. A jury

view of the scene is wholly unnecessary and can potentially create irregularities in the trial

warrantinga mistrial or reversal.

JusticeFletcherofthe SupremeCourt ofGeorgiawisely cautioned trial courts regarding

jury views and remindingthem oftheir discretionary powerto deny such requests:

[Blecausejuryviews have proved to be fertile ground for irregularity and, at times,
reversible error, the partiesto criminal trials and trial courts should carefullyweigh
the real benefits of a jury view before planning one. Frequently, as in [the
defendant's] case, the jury has already viewed photographs ofthe crime scene, and

nothing is to be added to the jury's understandingofthe issues to be tried by an in-

person visit to the scene. In such cases, a trial court wouldbe authorized to deny a

request for a jury view.

Esposito v. State, 538 S.E. 2d 55,59 (Ga. 2000).
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Jurors in this case,wherethere are multiple childrenvictims and there will be large amounts

of news coverage, are going to be under immense stress. This Honorable Court should use its

discretion to prohibit a jury view ofthe crime scene, in light of its highly prejudicial nature, as

well as the availability of alternativemethods for the State of Florida to use to present its case that

will not needlesslyputjurors' health at risk. The defenseis confidentthatthis Courtwill not allow

any unnecessary suffering to the members of the Parkland communityas well as the jurors who

serve on this case.

The granting ofthe State's Motion for View by Jury (SF-91) violates Mr. Cruz's rights to

due processguaranteedby the Fifth and FourteenthAmendmentsofthe United States Constitution

and Article I, Section 9 of the Florida Constitution, a fair trial in the appropriatevenue, Broward

County, Florida guaranteed by the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States

Constitutionand Article I, Sections 16 and 22 ofthe Florida Constitution, privacyguaranteedby

the Fourth, Ninth, and FourteenthAmendments of the United States Constitution and Article I,

Section 23 of the Florida Constitution, equal protection or basic rights guaranteed by the

FourteenthAmendmentofthe United States Constitution and Article I, Section2 of the Florida

Constitution, and to be free from cruel and unusual punishment or excessive punishment as

guaranteedby the Eighth and FourteenthAmendmentofthe United States Constitutionand Article

I, Section 17 ofthe Florida Constitution.

WHEREFORE,the Defendant, NikolasCruz, respectfully requests this Honorable Court to

denythe State's Motion for View by Jury, SF-91.
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